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Abstract

A consequence of the miniaturization of electronic components which must perform
the same function within an increasingly smaller surface area, is an increase in the

area-dependent heat dissipation requirement. Managing this heat dissipation to

extend chip life becomes a challenge given the even greater restrictions on the space

that is allocated for the heat exchanger. Therefore, new ideas are constantly being

sought to further promote the miniaturization of the entire electronic package

including the electronic components and the heat exchanger. In designing an optimal
heat exchanger, many factors of the heat exchanger must be considered. These

include the thermal conductivity of the material, the overall required size of the heat

exchanger, the resistance to thermal expansion of the material, the robustness of the

material to high temperatures, and the available convection and conduction surface

area. For each design a balance of these and other factors must be reached within a

specific cost consideration. Quite often, one of the greatest cost influencing factors

is the material itself, which frequently limits the design of the heat exchanger to

conventional materials, but with well engineered configurations. An open cell metal

foam fits this description well. The open pore geometry of the foam provides a

labyrinth of fluid flow passages while having a large convection surface area for

enhanced heat exchange between the solid and fluid phases. All this is accomplished
with conventional material, aluminum, which has been formed by a casting process

into an open cell foam form.

To evaluate the practicality of using open cell metal foam as a heat exchanger, open
cell metal foams of various configurations were fabricated into working heat

exchangers which targeted a specific cooling application, that of cooling high power
insulated gate bi-polar transistors (IGBT). Open cell metal foams with an average

cell diameter of 2.3 mm were manufactured from 6101-T6 aluminum alloy and were

compressed and fashioned into compact heat exchangers measuring
40.0 mm x 40.0 mm x 2.0 mm high, possessing a surface area to volume ratio of

approximately 10,000 m An
. They were placed into a forced convection

arrangement using water as the coolant. Heat fluxes measured from the heater-foam

interface ranged up to 688 kW-m
,
which corresponded to Nusselt numbers up to

134 when calculated based on the heater-foam interface area of 1600 mm and a

coolant flow velocity of approximately 1.4 m/s. These experiments performed with

water were scaled to estimate the performance of the heat exchangers when used

with a 50% water-ethylene glycol solution, and were then compared to the
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performance of commercially available heat exchangers which were designed for the

same heat transfer application. The heat exchangers were compared on the basis of

required pumping power vs. thermal resistance. The compressed open cell aluminum

foam heat exchangers developed thermal resistances that were two times lower than

those of the best commercially available heat exchanger tested, while requiring the

same pumping power.

Uncompressed open cell metal foams were tested for their hydraulic characteristics

which included the permeability and form coefficient. The hydraulic data obtained

from these experiments were compared to the results of numerical simulations using
a completely new approach in the area of porous media. Conventional numerical

models of the flow through porous media require an experimental basis for the

hydraulic characteristics of the medium. The approach of using these experimentally
obtained characteristics severely limits the range of validity of the model, however.

To avoid conducting experiments and to expand the range of validity of the

numerical model, a new approach of direct cell simulation in a periodic flow scenario

was employed. A single unit of eight cells was numerically optimized to recreate the

conditions of a precursor foam model. Periodic boundary conditions were set on this

periodic unit of cells, with a prescribed mass flow rate in a selected direction. The

case was allowed to run to a convergence criterion of 1 x 10 using a central-upwind
blended solving scheme. Several different grids were used to show the grid

dependency of the solution. Overall, the simulated pressure drop was approximately
that of the experimentally obtained value, with the more refined grids under

predicting the pressure drop value. Several suggestions including foam structure

improvement, foam geometry orientation and grid dependency, and unaccounted

wall effects in the experimental data were presented as explanations for the

discrepancies between the experimental and simulated pressure drop values.



Zusammenfassung

Eine Folge der Verkleinerung elektronischer Komponenten, welche die gleiche
Funktion mit einer immer kleiner werdenden Oberflache ausfuhren müssen, ist

eine Vergrosserung der Abhängigkeit zwischen Warmedissipation und

Oberflachenbeschaffenheit Deshalb wird das Regulieren dieser Warmedissipation
zur Verlängerung der Lebensdauer von elektronischen Komponenten zunehmend

zu einer Herausforderung, vor allem wenn man den zur Verfugung stehenden Platz

fur den Wärmeaustauscher mifberucksichtigt Aus diesem Grund wird fortwahrend

nach neuen Ideen gesucht um die weitere Verkleinerung der ganzen elektronischen

Verpackungseinheit, einschliesslich der elektronischen Komponenten, zu

ermöglichen Um einen optimalen Wärmeaustauscher zu kreieren muss eine grosse

Vielfalt verschiedener Eigenschaften des Wärmeaustauschers in Betracht gezogen

werden Diese Eigenschaften beinhalten die Wärmeleitfähigkeit des Stoffes, die am

Ende benotigte Masse des Wärmeaustauschers, der Widerstand gegen thermische

Ausdehnung, die Widerstandskraft des Stoffes bei hohen Temperaturen, und die

verfugbare Konvektion an den wärmeleitenden Oberflachen Fur jedes Design

muss unter Berücksichtigung festgelegter Kosten eine Balance der oben genannten

sowie weiterer Parameter gefunden werden Nicht selten sind die Kosten des

benutzten Materials selber einer der grossten Einflüsse, wodurch oft auf relativ

gebrauchliches Material zuruckgegnffen werden muss Dieser Nachteil muss dann

durch ein ausgeklügeltes Design wettgemacht werden Als passendes Beispiel dazu

sind offenporige Metallschaume zu nennen Die offenporige Geometrie des

Schaumes gewährleistet einerseits ein Labyrinth an Durchgangen fur den

Durchfluss von Flüssigkeiten und bietet andererseits eine grosse wärmeleitende

Oberflache fur den Wärmeaustausch zwischen der flussigen und der festen Phase

All dies kann mit gebräuchlichem Material, wie z B Aluminium welches zu einem

offenporigen Schaum gegossen wird, erreicht werden

Um die Nutzbarkeit des offenpongen Metallschaumes als Wärmeaustauscher zu

testen wurden Metallschaume mit verschiedenen Eigenschaften hergestellt und in

eine Testanlage eingefugt Diese Wärmeaustauscher wurden zur spezifischen

Kühlung von high powered insulated gate bi-polar transistors (IGBT) eingesetzt

Dazu wurden offenporige Metallschaume, deren Poren einen Durchmesser von

2,3 mm aufweisen aus einer 6101-T6 Aluminiumlegierung angefertigt Sie wurden

zudem komprimiert und zu Wärmeaustauschern geformt, die genau die Masse

40,0 x 40,0 x 2,0 mm Hohe aufweisen und die ein Verhältnis von Oberfläche zu



Zusammenfassung

Volumen von ungefähr ÎO'OOO m An besitzen. Diese offenporigen Schäume

wurden dann durch eine erzwungene Konvektion mittels Wasser gekühlt. Der von

der Schaumgrenzfläche abgehende gemessene Wärmefluss reichte bis 688 kW/m
,

was einer Nusselt-Zahl bis 134 entspricht. Bezugswerte waren dabei eine

wärmeleitende Konvektionsoberfläche von 1600 mm2 und eine

Kühlmittelgeschwindigkeit von angenähert 1,4 m/s. Die Ergebnisse dieser

Experimente wurden skaliert um die Leistung des Wärmeaustauschers mit einer

50%-igen Wasser-Ethylen Glycol-Lösung abzuschätzen. Die Ergebnisse wurden

mit der Wärmeübertragungsleistung von verschiedenen, bereits erhältlichen

Wärmeaustauschern verglichen, die für vergleichbare Anwendungsfälle ausgelegt
sind.

Unkomprimierte offenporige Metallschäume wurden auf ihre hydraulische

Eigenschaften mitsamt Permeabilität und Formkoeffizient getestet. Die aus diesen

Experimenten gewonnenen hydraulischen Daten wurden mit numerischen

Resultaten eines neu vorgestellten Ansatzes verglichen. Übliche numerische

Modelle, die den Fluss durch poröse Medien simulieren, benötigen eine

experimentell ermittelte Datenbank der hydraulischen Eigenschaften des Mediums,

wodurch der Gültigkeitsbereich des Modells eingeschränkt wird. Um die Anzahl

der erforderlichen Experimente zu vermindern und zudem den Gültigkeitsbereich
des numerischen Models zu erweitern, wurde ein neuer Ansatz verwendet, der den

Fluss durch eine direkt modellierte Schaumpore in einem periodischen System
simuliert. Eine aus acht Zellen bestehende Einheit wurde numerisch optimiert, um

die Bedingungen des Precursorschaumes zu reproduzieren. Die periodischen

Randbedingungen wurden mit einer bestimmten Durchflussrate an diese Einheit

geknüpft. Die numerischen Simulationen verwendeten zur Diskretisierung ein

gemischtes, zentrales Aufwind-Schema und ein Konvergenzkriterium von 1 x 10
.

Unterschiedliche Flüssigkeiten verlangten ein individuell angepasstes Gitter. Der

simulierte Druckabfall war ungefähr gleich des durch Experimente erhaltenen

Wertes. Der Unterschied zwischen den experimentellen und den simulierten

Druckverlustwerten wurde durch die ungenaue Wiedergabe der Schaumstruktur

und nicht berücksichtigte Wandeffekte in den Simulationen erklärt.
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Nomenclature

Latin symbols

Symbol Units Description

A,B,C,D - simplification coefficients

A-cs m cross-sectional area

Afi m interfacial area

K m -m specific surface area

C m1 form coefficient

F N force

H m pressure (head)

H0 m pressure (head) at bottom

K m2 permeability

L m length

M - compressionfactor

Q m'-s1 volumetric flow rate

P m perimeter

R - resistance

T K temperature

U m-s one-dimensional velocity

V
3

m volume

W m REVwidth

W W power

X N-m control volume body momentum in the x direction

a m length coefficient

c J-kg1 heat capacitance

e m height

d m diameter

h W-m2-K1
convection coefficient

k W-m'-K thermal conductivity

I m length

m kg mass

m kg-s1 massflow rate



XIV Nomenclature

h - normal vector

P Pa pressure

a W heat rate

r m length coefficient

t s time

u,v,w m-s velocity vector components

V m-s three-dimensional velocity vector

x,y,z m cartesian coordinates

Greek Symbols

Symbol Units Description

A - change

a mZ-s-IC1 thermal diffusivity coefficient

8 - porosity, fluidfraction

V kg-m -s' dynamic viscosity

V m -s' kinematic viscosity

P kg-m density

a Pa axial stress

X Pa shear stress

H> - dummy intensive property

Variable Subscripts

Symbol Description

A,B,C,D reference coefficients

C form coefficient

K permeability

L length-scale ofmedium

T periodic

con convective

cs cross section

cv control volume

e outlet/exit

eff effective

f fluid phase



Nomenclature xv

fi fluid-solid interface

hyd hydraulic

i inlet

n index

0 bottom index

P porelsphere

pi plate

s solid phase

th thermal

x,y,z x, y, z directions

Variable Superscripts

Symbol Description

/ fluidphase

s solid phase

Abbreviations and non-dimensional numbers

Pr Prandtl number

REV representative elementary volume

Re Reynolds number

j j-Colburn factor

Special symbols

(...) volume averaged quantity

..." unit area

...

* non-dimensional



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Heat Dissipation in Electronic Circuitry

Current trends in the development of electronics require large amounts of heat to be

developed in order for electronic components to meet their high performance
demands. Complicating this issue is the miniaturization of componentry. The loss of

surface area from which heat can be dissipated exponentially increases the heat flux

required to maintain operating temperatures within reasonable material limits.

A fitting example of this type of componentry is the insulated gate bipolar transistor,

know as the IGBT for short. An individual IGBT measures 0.8 cm", but conducts up

to 12 amperes of current while simultaneously dissipating up to 100 Watts of heat to

maintain a reasonable operating temperature. The individual IGBT chips are

typically assembled in a module consisting of three IGBT chips. These modules are

then assembled into a larger array consisting of eight modules. The relatively close

proximity of each module and each individual IGBT chip inside the module results

in a large package with substantial heat dissipation requirements.

Figure 1.1: Atypical array of IGBT modules in a single unit. Each module contains

three IGBT chips which can conduct up to 10 A each.
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Current heat exchanger designs rely on high volumetric coolant flow rates to keep
the temperature of the coolant in the heat exchanger low, thereby maintaining a large

temperature difference between the coolant and the heat generating component. This

large temperature difference compensates the relatively high thermal resistance

between the coolant and the simple straight-flow heat exchanger assembly.

Reducing the thermal resistance between the coolant flow and the heat exchanger

assembly would allow smaller pumps to be used, thereby saving on initial and

operational costs. Improvements in the performance of the heat exchangers without

altering the coolant can take shape by increasing the following design factors:

• effective convection surface area

• thermal conductivity of the construction material

• level of mixing of the coolant inside the heat exchanger

Realizing the improvements listed above in a single heat exchanger design can be a

daunting task. Recently, however, a substance has been designed and manufactured

which could possibly accomplish all three of the above listed factors while still being
cost-effective. This material is open cell metal foam.

Metal foams are can be viewed as well designed heat exchangers through their

complex form designed by nature. Foam is created by a surface energy minimization

process which simultaneously balances the pressure between the individual gas cells,

the pressure in the liquid borders between the cells, the surface tension of the liquid,
and gravity-induced foam drainage.

1.2 Foam

A foam is the resulting two-phase combination created by dispersing a gas through
a liquid without completely dissolving the gas, which is very similar to a general
combination of two immiscible liquids called an emulsion. However, in contrast to

an emulsion, a foam must have a gas phase. The gas phase then further defines the

foam separately from that of emulsion by the foam's well-defined cellular structure

its associated porosity.

All foams are manufactured by some process which distributes a gas through a liquid
in order to obtain this well-defined structure. There are numerous types of foam

manufacturing, but they derive from one of these basic four methods:

• blowing gas through a nozzle in a liquid
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• blowing gas through a porous plug (sparging)

• the nucleation of gas bubbles in a supersaturated solution

• mechanical agitation of a liquid while in contact with a gas

Figure 1.2: Numerical model of an open cell foam which shows the triangularly

shaped borders between the cells in high detail.

1.2.1 Foam Categorization

Foams are categorized by two characteristics based on their liquid fraction and cell

geometry. The first method by which foam is categorized is by its relative wetness.

A dry foam is considered to have an extremely low liquid fraction, typically less than

1%, and is a geometry consisting of films. This dry foam has such a small liquid

fraction that the individual cells can be considered single surfaces. Soap bubbles

represent this dry foam very well.

Wet foams, in contrast, have a considerable liquid fraction which may reach 50% or

more. These foams are characterized by their three-dimensional border geometry. It

is this border geometry which further subcategorizes the wet foam into the

descriptive names of open and closed cell.

Open cellfoam

Open cell foam is characterized by its descriptive name, meaning that the cells are

not closed off from one another, and that material may flow freely through one cell
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to another. This type of foam is generally created during the foam manufacturing by

removing the inter-cellular membranes of a closed cell foam.

Figure 1.3: A single block of continuous open cell aluminum foam which is 92%

porous which has an average pore diameter of 6 3 mm.

Figure 1.4: Close-up of the same block depicted in Figure 1.3 which shows the

intricate structure of the individual cell in an open cell foam.

Closed cellfoam

Moving up on both the surface tension and wetness scales, the generated foam takes

on a very different shape which is characterized by the continuous cell walls which

completely close the cells off from one another, forming individually sealed

compartments. This type of foam is usually designated as a wet foam when having a

liquid fraction exceeding ~ 5%. In addition to the sealed characteristic of this foam,

the cells are nearly spherical in shape.
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Figure 1.5: Cross-section of a closed cell foam. The high liquid fraction during the

production (~ 20%) generates very round cells which are sealed off from one

another.

1.3 Metal Foam Production

The shape and physical characteristics of a metal foam vary greatly according to the

manufacturing process used to create the foam. This has not only an effect on the size

of the pores and the porosity, but on the form of the pore, as well. Applying one of

the direct foaming techniques as described above in Section 1.2 to a molten metal

generally results in foam with a closed cell. To obtain a metal foam with an open cell

which is useful in forced convection cooling systems, some additional steps are

required. The manufacturing of both closed and open cell metal foams is briefly

explained here as described by Baumeister (Baumeister 1997).

13.1 Closed Cell Metal Foam Production

To manufacture metal foam with closed cells, there are two popular methods used

which deal with directly foaming the molten metal. They are conveniently described

by the following diagrams. The ALPORAS procedure is described in Figure 1.6.
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Melting of the metal matrix material

Addition of calcium to increase

the viscosity of the mixture

Addition of a foaming agent

Expansion of the foam in a mold

T

Hardening and final forming of the metal foam

Figure 1.6: Flowchart depiction of the ALPORAS closed cell metal foam

manufacturing process.

The other well-known process used to manufacture metal foams with closed cells is

called GASARE, which used a gas eutectic reaction. This process is shown in

Figure 1.7.
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Melting of the metal matrix material in an autoclave

J

Dissolution of hydrogen gas into the melt

(soluability is pressure dependent)

Pouring of the saturated molten metal into

a mold in an autoclave

"

Controlled hardening of the melt under

reduced pressure in a hydrogen atmosphere

I

Control of the pore structure by the gas pressure

and hardening procedure

Figure 1.7: Flowchart depiction of the GASARE closed cell metal foam

manufacturing process.

13.2 Open Cell Metal Foam Production

To manufacture a metal foam with open cells, a completely different approach must

be used than that which is used for the closed cell metal foam production. In these

processes, the resulting foam does not take on the shape of a molten metal, but rather

the shape of a precursor to the metal foam. A precursor to the metal is typically a

polymer foam, which is relatively easy to manufacture. There are two common

processes used in which the foam takes on the shape of a polymer precursor to obtain

an open cell structure. The first process takes the name under which the foam is sold,

DUOCEL. This process is shown in Figure 1.8.
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Manufacturing of the polyurethane precursor foam

Reticulation of the polyurethane foam

(removes the intercell membranes)

Filling of the porous cavities with a

heat-resistance casting material

1

Removal of the polyurethane foam while

keeping the casting material in tact

Ï

Addition of the molten metal into the

resulting negative form

J

Removal of the casting material after hardening the

foam (foam now keeps the shape of the precursor)

Figure 1.8: Flowchart depiction of the DUOCEL open cell metal foam manufacturing
process.

Another variation to the open cell metal foam manufacturing process as described

above is that which is performed through galvanic plating. In contrast to the

DUOCEL foam, the foam created by galvanic plating has a hollow cross section,

since the structural material is removed due to it undesirable qualities. The galvanic

plating process is depicted in Figure 1.9.
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Manufacturing of the polyurethane precursor foam

Reticulation of the polyurethane foam

(removes the intercell membranes)

Application of an eletrically conducting layer

through particle vapor deposition

Application of a galvanic material on the

polyurethane foam

Removal of the polyurethane precursor foam

Figure 1.9: Flowchart depiction of the galvanic plating process which is used to

create open cell metal foams with a hollow cross-section.

The hollow cross-section of a nickel foam created by galvanic plating can be seen in

Figure 1.10 which shows a human hair passing through one of the open pores for a

visual scale.
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Figure 1.10: The circles show the hollow characteristic of a foam created by
galvanic plating. The human hair passing through an open sets the visual scale of

the photograph.

1.4 Applicability of Open Cell Metal Foams

Because of their structural integrity and relative low density, metal foams are suited

to a wide variety of uses, which include, but are not limited to, light weight high

strength structural applications, mechanical energy absorbers, filters, pneumatic
silencers, containment matrices and burn rate enhancers for solid propellants, flow

straighteners, catalytic reactors, and more recently, heat exchangers. However,

because of the flow-through geometry, only open cell metal foams are able to be used

in forced convective heat transfer applications. These designs attempt to exploit the

excellent structural qualities of an open cell metal foam in order to lower the overall

thermal resistance of the heat exchanger assembly.
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1.4.1 Metal Foams as Heat Exchangers

Depending upon the particular open cell metal foam configuration, the specific
surface area of an open cell metal foam varies between approximately 500 m /m to

over 10,000 m /m in compressed form (ERG 1999). The metal matrix can be

manufactured from a solid with a high thermal conductivity, such as an aluminum

alloy (ks ~ 200 W-m^-K"1) or a copper alloy (ks ~ 400 W-m'^K"1). Merely by its

presence in a static fluid, this solid phase dramatically increases the overall thermal

conductivity of the fluid-solid system by more than the most general of all volume

averaged thermal conductivity equations (Eq. (1.1)), which does not consider the

geometry of the solid. The overall effective thermal conductivity of the fluid-solid

system can be most generally be described by the porosity and the thermal

conductivities of the fluid and solid phases by

keff = kf + (l-z)ks (1.1)

where:

kejr effective thermal conductivity

kj- thermal conductivity of the fluid

ks thermal conductivity of the solid

e porosity (0 < e < 1)

1.4.2 Review of Research in Open Cell Metal Foam

The increase in the overall effective thermal conductivity of the fluid-solid system to

a level above that predicted by Eq. (1.1) was shown in the 2-D conduction model by
Calmidi and Mahajan (Calmidi and Mahajan 1999). Noting the influence of the

structure on the thermal conductivity of the metal foam matrix, Boomsma and

Poulikakos (Boomsma and Poulikakos 2001) developed an improved analytical heat

conduction model based on the idealized 3-D unit cell of an open cell metal foam.

The next logical step in the study of heat transfer in open cell metal foams is

modeling the fluid flow and finally, the forced heat convection behavior through the

matrix structure. Tackling the complex structure of the foam, du Plessis et al. (du

Plessis, Montillet et al. 1994) developed a simplified structure consisting of

rectangular prisms in order to use existing volume averaging techniques to predict
the pressure drop through periodically structured open cell metal foam with some

success. This difficulty of the geometrical modeling points to the ongoing
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requirement of thorough experimentation for the hydraulic characterization of the

flow through metal foams. Recent efforts to characterize the hydraulic behavior of

fluid flow in open cell metal foams include those done by Antohe, Lage et al.

(Antohe, Lage et al. 1997; Lage, Antohe et al. 1997; Lage and Antohe 2000).

Boomsma and Poulikakos (Boomsma and Poulikakos 2002) performed detailed

experiments to quantify the permeability and form coefficients for various aluminum

foams in compressed form. The results from these experimental investigations show

the effects of the pore size and compression on the flow resistance in open cell metal

foams, which is necessary to evaluate their usefulness in heat exchanger

applications.

Even with the difficulty of accurately modeling the hydraulic characteristics through

highly porous open cell metal foams, attempts have been made to develop heat

transfer models, as well. Because of the complex geometry of the metal foam,

simplifications have been made for analytical heat transfer models. A good example
is the model developed by Lu et. al (Lu, Stone et al. 1998) which models the open

cell metal foam as a medium consisting of cylindrical fibers that are joined in a

rectangular fashion. The results from this study, however, lack experimental
verification. Volume averaged numerical models have been used to a large extent to

avoid the complexity of the open cell metal foam geometry. Lage et al. (Lage,
Weinert et al. 1996) conducted a numerical 2-D study on an open cell metal foam

heat exchanger which used a synthetic oil to cool a high power radar assembly. In

this study, the thermal management qualities of metal foams were simulated based

on a one equation heat conduction model for the fluid-saturated foam system under

the local thermal equilibrium assumption, which assumes no temperature difference

between the fluid and solid phases for a suitably small representative elementary
volume of the saturated porous medium. This model demonstrated the flow

distributing capabilities of the foam structure which, in turn, lowered the temperature

gradient across the heat-generating device in addition to lowering the average

operating temperature. Another numerical model simulating the forced convection

through an open cell metal foam was developed by Calmidi and Mahajan (Calmidi
and Mahajan 2000). This study, unlike the one of Lage et al. (Lage, Weinert et al.

1996), used air as the coolant, considered a temperature difference between the fluid

and solid phases, and was validated by comparison against experimental data.

1.5 Goals of Metal Foam Research

There currently exist analytical and numerical models for the fluid flow and heat

transfer in pack beds of spheres and extensive databanks of fluid flow and heat
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transfer experiments used as verification of these models. However, in the case of

open cell metal foams, the numerical models have had limited success, and the

experimentation to verify these models is restricted, particularly to the coolant,

which is typically air. In cooling electronics which generate a large amount of excess

heat, a liquid coolant is generally preferred over air because of its greater thermal

conductivity and specific heat capacitance. In view of these requirements,

experiments using a forced liquid coolant are needed not only to investigate the

feasibility of using open cell metal foams as heat exchangers, but also to provide a

basis against which numerical models can be compared. The experimental
verification becomes even more crucial as the dispersion effects of the higher

thermally conductive liquid affect the overall heat transfer performance of the metal

foam (Hunt and Tien 1988). The goal of this present investigation is two-fold. The

first goal of the research work is to provide an experimental study of the performance
of open cell metal foam heat exchangers in a forced convection flow arrangement

using a liquid coolant. The second goal is to develop a direct geometry modeling

approach to the flow through an open cell metal foam to avoid volume averaging and

the need for experimental determination of the governing flow coefficients.

1.6 Organization of the Dissertation

Chapter 2 covers the theory of various analyses used in the study of the flow and heat

transfer in porous media. It focuses on the widely-used method of volume averaging.
This includes not only the fundamentals of the technique, but also the limitations

imposed by the approach.

Chapter 3 includes the newly developed one-dimensional heat conduction model

which considers a three-dimensional open cell metal foam structure. This model is

calibrated and then compared to published experiments using both air and water as

the fluid phase in the open cell metal foam.

Chapter 4 reports the flow and convection heat transfer experiments conducted on

open cell metal foams. Several important characterizations are carried out for

comparison against other open cell metal foam data sets, as well as commercially
available heat exchanger configurations. Conclusions are also drawn from the

reduction of the experimental data.

Chapter 5 explains a new approach to solving the fluid flow through open cell metal

foams which could possibly avoid performing volumetric averaging for an analysis
on open cell metal foam. Results from the numeric runs are presented and discussed.
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Chapter 6 gives an overall conclusion of the entire work on the open cell metal

foams. This covers what can be drawn from this work as well as the issues of placing

open cell metal foam heat exchangers into service. Suggestions are made for

expanding the experimental and numerical investigations.



Chapter 2

Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow in

Porous Media

2.1 Fluid Flow Basics

As a building block for the development of the fluid flow models used in porous

media, first the basics of fluid flow must be explained The two basic ideas that will

be used to develop equations which govern a fluid flow are that of fluid continuity
and Newton's second law of force and acceleration After describing a flow through
a clear fluid, these concepts are used to derive equations which describe the fluid

flow in porous media in general, and statements will be made concerning their

applicability to open cell metal foams

2.1.1 Mass Conservation

The principle of mass conservation is closely linked with fluid continuity Fluid

continuity is the idea that a fluid's existence can be described everywhere in a

domain by a continuous equation This rules out mass creation and destruction and

requires that the properties of the fluid must be continuous everywhere within the

fluid's domain

In general notation, the change of the mass of a control volume with respect to time

(t) is governed by the flow of mass through the inlets and exits connected to the

control volume and is given as (Moran and Shapiro 1995)

(2 1)
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where:

mcv mass of the control volume at any moment in time

mt rate of mass entering the control volume through the inlets

me rate of mass leaving the control volume through the exits

The desired form of the continuity equation is derived by first starting with the mass

balance principle as applied to a control volume in Eq. (2.1), and applying this to a

two-dimensional control volume as depicted in Figure 2.1. Assuming that the length
scale of the control volume is very small when compared to the entire flow domain,

performing a mass balance in two dimensions (x,y) yields the general form of the

continuity equation as given by Munson et al. (Munson, Young et al. 1994):

|P+i_(p«)+A(pv) = o (2.2)
dt dx dy

where:

p density

u, v flow velocities in the x and y directions, respectively

For a steady flow of an incompressible fluid (density is constant), the continuity

equation as stated in Eq. (2.2), reduces to the following:

^
+
^

= 0 (2.3)
dx dy
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Ay

pv + —(pv)A^

puAy ».

Ax

pvAx

Ax

pu +—(pw)Ax Ay

Figure 2.1: The two-dimensional control volume provides the building block for the

development of the basic continuity equation which is fundamental to the volume

averaging procedure. A differential mass balance is shown.

Mass Continuity in Integral Form

The total mass of the control volume at any moment in time can be expressed as an

integral of the density over the volume of the control volume.

mcvW = \Pdv/p (2.4)

where:

m„ mass of the control volume at any moment in time

density of the material
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V volume of the control volume

The next logical step is accounting for the mass flow through the inlets and outlets

of the control volume based on the local properties at each inlet and exit with respect

to each incremental time of At. In a fashion similar to the volume integral of

Eq. (2.4), the mass entering or exiting a specified area of Acs can be calculated by

integrating the product of the density of the fluid by the volume of the fluid which

passes through Acs within an infinitesimal time element of At. This mass flow rate is

then given by the integral:

m = Cp(v-hAJdAcs (2.5)

where:

m time rate of mass flow

density of the material

three-dimensional velocity vector

normal vector the surface element dA

inlet or outlet area through which mass flow takes place

The general mass flow rate as defined in Eq. (2.5) can be reduced to one-dimensional

form by making the following idealizations:

1. The flow is normal to the boundary at the locations where mass enters or exits

the control volume.

2. All intensive properties are uniform with position over the area of the inlet or

exit through which mass flows.

When the flow is one-dimensional under these two assumptions, Eq. (2.5) reduces to

the following simple relation which will be used for the subsequent control volume

analysis for a porous medium:

m = pAcsv (2.6)

where:

m time rate of mass flow

p density of the material

Acs inlet or outlet area through which mass flow takes place

P

v

h,
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v velocity normal to the surface Acs

2.1.2 Momentum Balance

The force balance on a control volume may include many different types of forces,

which include pressure, shear, and body forces due to gravity or other accelerations.

Summing up this forces in a general way leads to the following force balance on a

control volume (Bejan 1995).

- =

2JFn+ 2jmVn- > mVn (2-7>

inlets outlets

where:

m mass of the control volume

\>n projection of the velocity vector v in the n direction

Fn force in the n direction

m time rate of mass flow

A variety of forces acting on the two-dimensional control volume with respect to the

x direction are depicted in Figure 2.2. These forces are denoted by the arrows

pointing in their respective directions. In the top of the figure, the balance between

the x momentum entering the control volume and the momentum of the control

volume itself is shown. The lower half of the diagram depicts the balance of the shear

and normal stresses and the body forces (such as gravity) in the x direction on the

two-dimensional control volume.

A usable form of a momentum balance is achieved by the following steps. First the

forces in the top portion of Figure 2.2 are projected onto the x axis. This is then

divided by the two-dimensional control volume as depicted in the figure (AxAy). The

continuity equation (2.2) is then combined into the x momentum balance used for

simplification of the system. Accounting for the shear and normal stresses on the

control volume yields the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equation (Bejan 1995)
which accounts for the x-momentum.

(du du du\ dp d

\dt dx dyl dx dx

'

du _2\k/du ôvN

dx 3 Vox dy,
(2.8)

d
+ —

ày

(du dv\

*\Ty
+

Tx).
X
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where

p density

u, v velocity in the x and y directions, respectively

p pressure

[i dynamic viscosity

X body forces in the x direction

For the majonty of studies of flow through porous media simplifications can be made

to Eq (2 8) by the following assumptions

• The fluid flow through the medium is incompressible

• The dynamic viscosity (u.) may be regarded as constant

Taking these two assumptions into consideration, the x-momentum equation (2 8)

reduces to the following for a two-dimensional system

2 2

(du du du\ dp
/:>

- a "^

P YU-— + V -+U
y\dt dx dy) dx

^

du du

Vox dy I

+ X (2 9)

Expanding Eq (2 9) into three dimensions and using vector notation allows all three

momentum equations from the x, y, and z directions to be written in compact form

p^ = -Vp + nV2v + P (2 10)

where

p density

v three-dimensional velocity vector

p pressure

[i dynamic viscosity

F sum of the body forces in the x, y, and z directions

directional derivative (see Eq (2 1 l)below)D_
Dt

— = — + u—- + v— + w— (2 ll)
Dt dt dx dy dz
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puv + —(puv)Ay

-^

Ax

2.
nu Ay

—(pu)AxAy
dt

2 d
/

2«.
.

pw +—(pu )Ax Ay

pwvAx

ô-C
xy,

xxv+^7. Ay)Axxy
dy

oAy
dO„

°*+J-xAX)Ay

XxyAx

Figure 2.2: Force balance on a two-dimensional control volume through which the

momentum equations for a fluid flow are derived.

2.2 Volume Averaging in a Porous Medium

Looking at a complex geometrical configuration as depicted in Figure 2.3 leads one

to attempt to avoid the difficulties of capturing the intricate details of the open pore

structure and search for an alternative approach to analyze the fluid flow and heat
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transfer through the porous medium. However, it is these same structural intricacies

which generate fluid flow and heat transfer effects which may make this medium

attractive for a variety of applications. Therefore, methods have been developed
which capture the effects from the intricate solid structure while allowing one to

view the combined fluid-solid system as a homogeneous system. This technique is

called volume averaging and allows one to apply the equations governing a clear

flow to a flow which contains a solid structure.

Figure 2.3: This close-up view of an open cell metal foam reveals the intricacy of the

structure which causes difficulties in developing accurate fluid flow and heat transfer

models. These difficulties are can be resolved by volume averaging methods.

2.2.1 Volume Averaging Basics

The idea of volume averaging is basically viewing a complex medium from a

sufficiently far distance (thereby setting the length scale), so that a representative

elementary volume, also known as an REV, contains all the relevant characteristics

of the porous medium within an independent unit, which can then be handled much

more easily than the entire medium. When this REV is correctly defined, adding
extra REV elements around it will not result in changes to the values of the local

properties within the original REV. This makes the following requirement on the

length scales chosen for an REV:

l»d (2.12)

where:

/ length scale of the REV
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d individual pore diameter

However, in a regular medium with definitive periodic structure, one can substitute

Eq. (2.12) with a requirement that considers a periodic length (lT) of the repeating
structure which states the following:

I = n-lT (2.13)

where:

/ length scale of the REV

I
j periodic length of the structure

n multiple (0, 1, 2, 3,..., n)

For single-phase flow through a solid matrix around any point in the domain, a

volume V contained in a surface A can be defined. Figure 2.4 depicts this

representative volume contained within a two-phase system. The total volume (V) is

occupied by either a fluid (/) in the void region or a solid (s), whose volumes are then

related by:

V = Vf+Vs (2.14)

To simplify the treatment of the two phases in the following derivation, a void

distribution function a(x) is defined as:

a(x) = T (2.15)

where:

/ ifx is in the void (fluid) region of V

0 if x is in the solid region of V

After defining the void distribution function, the porosity can now be defined in

integral form as:

ÏÏa(x)dV =
-J- (2.16)

V

where:

e porosity
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V volume

Vf fluid volume

a(x) void distribution function of Eq (2 15)

Figure 2.4: The basis for volume averaging in a two-phase system begins with

defining a specific representative volume (V) which has an associated surface area

(A)

With these length consideiations, it can be shown that taking any property withm the

fluid-solid domain t|j, it exists

«xp» = <i|>> (2 17)
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where:

(...) volume average

((...)) doublevolume average

The local volume average for the quantity ijj is now defined by invoking Eq. (2.16).

However, the void distribution function a(x) is now replaced by the property iji:

v» =

|jn
i|)dV (2.18)

y

where:

x|> any property of interest

V volume of the REV

The principle as stated in Eq. (2.18) can be further elaborated upon to describe any

quantity \p specifically in the fluid phase (f) by considering only the fluid phase in

the volume averaging integral.

V»7 = ^JVV = ey-JVv (2.19)

h

where:

(...) volume averaging over the fluid region

^ any property of interest

V volume of REV

Vf fluid volume

e porosity

Analogously, the quantity ip can be averaged over the solid phase of the medium.

W = ^hdV = z^fodV (2-20)
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2.2.2 Control Volume Mass Balance in a Porous Medium

Figure 2.5 depicts a three-dimensional REV which considers a AxAy square section

of a porous medium with a width of W which captures all relevant structural

characteristics of the porous medium, meaning that the length scale of the periodicity
of the structure is contained within one (Ax, Ay). In reality, the entire porous medium

would consist of blocks stacked in the x,y, and z directions, each single block having

a volume of AxAyW. Although the flow and heat transfer in the REV depicted in

Figure 2.5 may be regarded as two-dimensional by selection of the side lengths of

the REV, the actual picture of the medium in the REV may differ from one z plane

to another. Naturally, when viewed on a local length scale, i.e. the length scale ofthe

REV (Ax, Ay), fluid flow and heat transfer take place in three dimensions.

From an overall two-dimensional flow, the REV in Figure 2.5 can be isolated with

W being much larger than either Ax or Ay so that for the mass balance in the REV,

the relevant flow rates are in the x and y directions. This is a reasonable measure

when the control surfaces of the REV are viewed with the following approach.

As seen in Figure 2.5,

W » Ax, Ay (2.21)

The control surface area in the W direction is then much smaller than in the

corresponding x and y directions by the following comparison:

AxW, AyW » AxAy (2.22)

From this relation as seen in Eq. (2.22), the mass flow rate in the Wdirection can be

neglected by its minute control surface area, so only the flow rates in the Ax and Ay

directions must be considered. Assuming the density of the fluid to be constant and

taking the first mass flow rate entering the REV of the porous medium from the left

through the constant x plane yields the following for the mass flow rate:

y + Ay W

mx= P\ f up(x,y)dzdy (2.23)

where:

mx mass flow rate in the x direction

p density

up(x> y ) x velocity distribution in the pore
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v + Av

Pore

velocity
distribution

Averaged —>

velocity u ^>

Figure 2.5: This representative elementary volume of a porous medium captures all

relevant geometrical characteristics of the porous medium which provide the basis

for the homogenous medium model

More descriptively, up(y x) is the x velocity distribution over the void regions of the

constant x plane When the control suiface AyW is sufficiently larger than both the

pore and solid legions of the REV, thereby capturing the pei iodic length of the

structure, the area averaged velocity in the x direction becomes
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7 y + Ay W

^yj I uP^y)dzdy (2-24)
'y

where:

u area-averaged velocity in the x direction

Taking this averaged u velocity of Eq. (2.24) and inserting it into the mass flow rate

as given in Eq. (2.23) yields the following relation for the mass flow rate in the x

direction:

mx = pu(AyW) (2.25)

This procedure is followed analogously to generate the mass flow rate relation over

the control surface in the y direction. Beginning with the detailed form of the flow

rate entering in the y direction, which is analogous to Eq. (2.23):

x + Ax W

m
y
= Pf f vp(x,z)dzdx (2.26)

The area-averaged velocity in the y direction now becomes:

x + Ax W

i A. T L\A. YV

V^wKxJx SoVp{X'z)dzdX (2'27)

where:

m„ mass flow rate in the y direction
y J

v (x, z) y velocity distribution

v area-averaged velocity in the y direction

With the v velocity known, it is a simple step to come to the mass flow rate in the y

direction using the mass conservation principle as defined Eq. (2.6) in the y

direction:

m = pv(AxW) (2.28)

An additional comment to the derivation of the follow mass flow rate relations is the

that the density of the fluid was treated as constant within the REV, but this does not

mean that the density must be constant when compared to other REVs within the

homogeneous porous medium. In case the density were changing from one REV to
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another, the density terms Eq. (2.28) and respectively Eq. (2.25) would have to be

integrated over their respective two-dimensional control areas.

Since the velocities in the x and y directions have now been averaged over their

respective control surface areas, the mass conservation principle that was originally
stated in Eq. (2.2) can be applied to the REV resulting in the following:

a dmr drhv
—(ptAxAyW) + Ax—+Ay—y = 0 (2.29)
dt dx dy

Note that the volume of the fluid in the REV is given by the fraction eAxAyW at any

moment in time. Assuming that the dimensions of the REV do not change with time,

the mass of the fluid at any time in the REV can now be described by combining

Eq. (2.25), Eq. (2.28), and Eq. (2.29) to give the following:

dt dx dy

This can further be generalized and written compactly by the following:

£|P + V(pv) = 0 (2.31)

in which v is the vector notation of the 3-dimensional velocity vector.

2.3 Darcy Flow Model and the Quadratic
Extension

Inside a porous medium, Darcy's law takes the place of the traditional momentum

equations or force balances in normal fluid dynamics for flows of clear fluids. The

Darcy law was derived solely by observations from experiments conducted on water

flowing through columns of packed earth and sand (Darcy 1856). Through the

extensive experimentation, Henry Darcy developed an equation which related the

volumetric flow rate of water through a column of packed earth to the product of the

height of the water in the column and a new factor labelled hydraulic conductiviy.

k A

Q = J-££rH+e_H) (2.32)
e

"

where:
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Q volumetric flow rate

kh hydraulic conductivity

ACi column cross-sectional area

e height of the porous medium layer

H pressure at the top of the sand layer (units of length)

H0 pressure at the bottom of the sand layer (units of length)

In later years, it was discovered indirectly by Hazen (Hazen 1893) that discrepancies
in the hydraulic conductivity described by Darcy could be related to the differences

in the fluid temperature. However, Krüger (Krüger 1918) is recognized as the first to

incorporate directly the idea of viscosity into the Darcy law which Hazen had

observed through temperature variation in the fluid. This equation has now been

rewritten into a more convenient form which relates the area-averaged velocity to the

pressure drop in the x direction through a porous medium.

U = -£(%) (2.33)

where:

U area-averaged velocity

K permeability

p. dynamic viscosity

p pressure

From Eq. (2.33), the units of the permeability must be:

[£] =
[Mj[tf]

= (iength)2 (2.34)
'dp'

_dx_

The form of the permeability in Eq. (2.34) which further leads to the units of the

permeability in Eq. (2.33) suggests the relationship between the square root of the

permeability and what can be described as the effective length of the porous medium.

In essence, the flow through the porous medium behaves similarly to a flow through
a bundle of tubes. Using analytical models which describe laminar flow through
tubes can be used to derive Eq. (2.33) where K emerges as a function of the flow

geometry. A well-known analysis of this kind was conducted for flow through a
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packed bed of spheres by Ergun (Ergun 1952) with the following result for the

permeability:

(2.35)

A
2 3

d„ e

K -
p

150(1 -e)2
where:

K permeability

dp sphere diameter

£ porosity

The Reynolds number describes a flow based on its characteristic length. As was

shown in the preceding paragraph, the characteristic length for many porous media

can be defined by the square root of the permeability. Using this length of JK

provides this characteristic length of a porous medium, which gives the following for

the Reynolds number (Re):

Re =
P£^_ (2.36)

\i

This definition works well for porous media within a lower porosity range (e s Oi)
even without a well-defined structure. In a well-defined structure a more meaningful

length scale can be defined by the pore diameter (d), and Eq. (2.36) is now the

following:

Re =
P^ (2.37)

This explanation of the flow using Darcy's law works well for media with lower

porosities and correspondingly lower flow velocities (L0- Moving to higher
velocities causes a non-linear increase in the pressure drop which has been described

through the addition of a quadratic term to Darcy's law (Eq. (2.33)). This quadratic
extension was added as a result of analyzing experimental data and not through any

physical explanation, which leaves the physical meaning of the quadratic extension

debatable. The modified Darcy's law as first defined by Dupuit (Dupuit 1863) is the

following:

0 = ^E-V-U-pCU2 (2.38)
dx K
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in which C is the form coefficient.

The units of this form coefficient are solved to be:

[C]

dp

dx_

[PIU?
= (length)

'
(2.39)

Complementing the permeability for a bed of packed spheres as defined in

Eq. (2.35), Ergun (Ergun 1952) derived the form coefficient for a bed of packed

spheres as:

C = 7-75(/~e) (2.40)
e d

Attempts have been made to define a universal relationship for the form coefficient.

The first attempt to relate the form coefficient with the permeability for a bed of

packed spheres was made by Ward (Ward 1964). He proposed replacing the form

coefficient (C) of Eq. (2.38) with c/( Jk) ,
with c being a universal coefficient. This

suggestion of replacing the form coefficient with the permeability was done through
a dimensional analysis in which Ward stated that the governing parameters of the

pressure drop equation would depend on four parameters, U,K,p, and u.. However,

it is incorrect to make this replacement because the permeability (K) is related to a

viscous drag which is linked to the effective surface length of the porous medium,

not the form of the porous medium, which is what the C parameter describes.

Additionally, if Ward's suggested replacement were correct, then c would be a

universal constant, which has been proven to be false for various types of media

(Beavers, Sparrow et al. 1973; Antohe, Lage et al. 1997; Boomsma and Poulikakos

2002). As a note, this c coefficient is commonly referred to as the Forchheimer

coefficient (also represented as cF) after the work which he published (Forchheimer

1901). In his work, Forchheimer does not report any experiments that he conducted

himself nor does he suggest make the original idea of using a quadratic term in the

pressure drop equation, but this work is rather an extensive compilation of many

different studies in porous media in which he states his agreement of using a

quadratic extension in the pressure drop equation.
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2.4 Heat Conduction in Porous Media

Estimating the heat conduction through fluid-saturated porous media in a stagnant

flow situation presents a variety of difficulties due to the number of factors which

influence the effective thermal conductivity of the fluid-saturated media. The system

consists typically of two different substances which are also in two different physical

phases, either gas-solid or liquid-solid. This combination of various substances and

phases including an intricate solid phase geometry has several consequences. The

structure of the solid phase influences the effective thermal conductivity to a large

extent because the thermal conductivity of the solid phase is typically greater than

that of the fluid phase. Correspondingly, appropriate modeling of this non-trivial

solid structure becomes significant. Adding to this complexity is the consideration

of the interconnecting nature of the medium, whether it is continuous, particulate, or

something in between. A continuous structure should present no additional

difficulties in solving the heat transfer through it, but when the solid phase of the

fluid-saturated porous medium consists of particles, then the contact area and

subsequent contact resistance must be considered and accurately modeled.

The analysis of the thermal conduction through a fluid-saturated porous medium

which calculates the effective thermal conductivity is dependent on the effective

local properties of both phases of the medium. These properties are denoted by the

(property)pwhere the property inside the bracket is volume averaged for the p

phase. If the temperatures of the fluid and solid phases remain low, the energy

transfer via radiation can be neglected for the thermal conduction analysis. This

leaves just two physical properties of the fluid and solid phases which govern the

effective thermal conductivity of the fluid-saturated system. These two quantities are

the effective local thermal conductivity (k) and the local heat capacitance (pcp). This
local heat capacitance can be obtained through volume averaging methods. In

summary, the three governing factors of the effective thermal conductivity in a fluid-

saturated medium are (Kaviany 1995):

1. The thermal conductivity of each of the phases.

2. The structure of the solid phase, which is closely related to the interConnectivity

of the solid phase.

3. The contact resistance between particulates in the solid phase, if the solid is not

continuous.
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2.4.1 Generalized Heat Conduction

Heat conduction is governed by the well-known Fourier's law of conduction which

is a macroscopic equation that describes the macroscopic effects of particle motion

on the atomic scale. The simplest form of the conduction equation considers only one

dimension and requires the following assumptions:

• The properties of the material remain constant with respect to time, space, and

temperature.

• There is no heat generation within the material.

Under these two assumptions, the one-dimensional heat conduction equation is as

follows:

(2.41)1 AdT
q =

~kATx

where:

q heat rate

k thermal conductivity

A heat transfer surface area

T temperature

Although the heat rate is of the utmost interest, another common version of Fourier's

law defines the area-independent quantity, the heat flux (q"), which is easier for

general comparisons.

q" =
1

= _^ (2.42)
A dx

The models used to predict the thermal conduction in a porous medium use

Eq. (2.42) as a base. This also means that these conduction models require the same

assumptions which served for the validity of Fourier's law, in addition to their own.

2.4.2 The Local Thermal Equilibrium Assumption

The next step which must be taken for the volume averaging technique is the local

thermal equilibrium assumption. In the process of volume averaging there will be

differences in the temperature at various locations within the REV. However, the
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length scales at which the temperature differences exist must be considered. There is

an expected temperature difference at the pore diameter distance (d), along with the

REV length scale (/). These differences, however, are assumed to be minute when

compared to the temperature difference which exists over an exterior length of the

entire medium (L). Rewritten in equation form, the local thermal equilibrium

assumption requires the following:

ATd < ATt « ATL (2.43)

By this requirement for the local thermal equilibrium assumption in Eq. (2.43), the

volume averaged temperature for each phase in the fluid-saturated medium in the

(s)olid and (/)luid phases is now constant, giving the following:

y-JTfdv =

VfT°dv = ï$Tdv {2M)

Vf Sys V

Although the temperature differences on both the pore (d) and the REV level (/) are

relatively small, the temperature gradients based on their respective length scales are

not negligible. Therefore, additional time and length scale conditions have been

determined within which the local thermal equilibrium assumption is valid. These

are well summarized by Carbonell and Whitaker (Carbonell and Whitaker 1984) and

are given here for explanation.

The first to be considered for the validity of the local thermal equilibrium assumption

are the time scale requirements which are summarized by Eqs. (2.45) and (2.46).

s(pc)fl I i i\

-rHf/rJ«7 (2-45)

(2.46)
(l-z)(pc)/,j

|
y,

t \kf kj
*

e porosity

P density

c heat capacitance

I length scale of the REV
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k thermal conductivity

The next requirements for the validity of the local thermal equilibrium assumption
are the length scale requirements which are given in the following Eqs. (2.47) and

(2.48).

ekJ,i ;N
^-' —--->« 7 (2.47)

(1 -z)k I,
; /n4 ' l

+i-)«l (2.48)

A/ U/ K

where:

A0 surface area per volume (specific surface area)

The local thermal equilibrium assumption may be used when these four conditions

are fulfilled. This excludes relatively fast transients and situations in which there is

heat generation within either phase. In these cases a two-equation model must be

used. The two-equation model has a separate heat equation for each phase in the

medium. These two equations are taken from (Kaviany 1995) and are stated as the

following, first for the fluid phase:

dTf

WfFt:/ = V'*/Vr/ (249)

and then the solid phase:

where:

p density

dTs
(pc\Tt=V-ksVTs (2.50)

c specific heat

cp specific heat at constant pressure

k thermal conductivity

T temperature
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These heat conduction equations are then subjected to the following boundary
conditions at the fluid-solid interfacial area (Aß). The first boundary condition

specifies the continuity of the temperature at Aß as:

Tf = Ts (2.51)

The second boundary condition specifies that the heat flux on Aß must remain

continuous which is stated as the following three-dimensional version of Fourier's

law:

hfi-kfVTf = hfs-ksVTs (2.52)

where:

h, the vector normal to the interfacial surface Aß

k thermal conductivity

T temperature

2.43 Simplified Conduction Model

The most simplified method to predict the thermal conductivity of a fluid-saturated

porous medium is to consider one-dimensional heat transfer. However, there are

several different methods which make this consideration. The most simple of

methods is well described in (Bejan 1995) by considering an appropriate REV with

a prismatic solid section (Figure 2.6) in which the porosity can be defined by the

following ratio:

Aol
s =

-£ (2.53)

where:

e porosity

Ap cross-sectional area of the void area (pore area)

A cross-sectional area of the REV perpendicular to the flow direction

I side length of the REV

By using this element and carrying out a rigorous derivation of the of the heat

equation while assuming a laminar Hagen-Poiseuille (Munson, Young et al. 1994)

flow through the REV, Bejan (Bejan 1995) comes to the volume-averaged result for
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a one-dimensional approach for the effective thermal conductivity of a fluid-

saturated porous medium as the simplified:

where:

Keff

keff = tkf + (l-£)ki

effective thermal conductivity of the two-phase system

porosity

thermal conductivity of the fluid phase

thermal conductivity of the solid phase

(2.54)

A-Ap
(solid)

Flow Direction

Figure 2.6: One-dimensional prismatic element which serves as a basis for the

development of the heat conduction in a porous medium.

It is impossible to imagine a simpler method to predict the thermal conductivity of a

heterogeneous two-phase system than what is presented in Eq. (2.54). The only
factors which are accounted for are the thermal conductivity of each phase (k) and its

corresponding volume fraction (e for the fluid and (7-e) for the solid). Any
consideration for the structure of the porous medium is clearly lacking in this model.
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2.4.4 1-D Heat Conduction in a 2-D Geometry

Using a one-dimensional effective thermal conductivity model in a metal foam

further complicates the issue of neglecting the structure of the porous medium

because the solid phase of the metal foam has generally a higher thermal

conductivity than the media used in studies on the effective thermal conductivity

through packed beds of spheres (Zehner and Schlunder 1970; Hsu, Cheng et al.

1994). Additionally, the porosity of an open cell metal foam is higher than that of a

packed bed of spheres, so that the effect of the fluid phase cannot be neglected
because of its large volumetric fraction. From these considerations, improvements

over the thermal conductivity model in Eq. (2.54) can be made when the structure of

the solid phase is included.

An attempt to directly include the effects of the intricate structure of an open cell

metal foam was first done by Calmidi and Mahajan (Calmidi and Mahajan 1999). In

this conduction model, they solved the one-dimensional heat conduction through an

open cell metal foam by considering a two-dimensional representation of the foam

structure. In their approach, the two-dimensional foam structure was broken down

into layers which were defined by geometrical characteristics, i.e. the nodes and thin

ligaments which connected the solid nodes. The thermal conductivity was then

estimated separately in each layer using the simple volume averaging approach as

described in Eq. (2.54). The effective thermal conductivity of each layer was then

added in a series fashion to generate an equation for the overall thermal conductivity
of a fluid-saturated metal foam with a specific thickness. End effects were neglected
in this model, since the heat transfer was considered only in one direction. The

equation for the overall effective thermal conductivity was then calibrated against

experiments to find the relative size of the rectangular nodes along with the thickness

and length of the node-connecting ligaments. This two-dimensional model was then

tested using the thermal conductivity for air and water as the fluid phase and it

corresponded well to the experimental data that was obtained in a similar foam using
air and water as the fluid.

2.5 Forced Convection Performance

Standards

In the study of using open cell metal foams as heat exchangers, several standards

were used to judge the effectiveness of the metal foam heat exchangers in regards to

both the fluid flow and the heat transfer. Having uniform criteria allows the
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comparison of the performance between the open cell metal foam heat exchangers

and currently available heat exchanger designs to show the possible gains made by

using an open cell metal foam.

2.5.1 Flow

Two quantities are used for comparing the flow characteristics of various heat

exchanger designs. With the ability to compare the flow characteristics of the heat

exchanger designs, both the feasibility and the efficiency of the designs can be

judged.

Pressure Drop

The first standard against which the heat exchangers are judged is simply the

pressure drop (Ap). Having the pressure drop information is essential in order to

determine if a heat exchanger design can be implemented into an existing heat

transfer system when the plumbing and the pump performance are considered.

Pumping Power

The second standard forjudging the flow characteristics of the heat exchanger design
is the required power in order to operate the pump which circulates the coolant

through the system. According to (Munson, Young et al. 1994), the required

pumping power is defined as the following:

W = ApQ (2.55)

where:

W pumping power

Ap pressure drop over the heat exchanger

Q volumetric flow rate of the coolant

2.5.2 Heat Transfer

The second part of a heat exchanger design to be considered is the heat transfer

performance. There exist a multitude of methods to measure the heat transfer

performance, but three were selected to provide a broad base of comparison data.
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Convection Coefficient

Convection is defined in most basic terms as the transport of heat by a fluid. This

mode of heat transfer is actually a combination of two processes, heat conduction to

and through the fluid and the bulk motion, or advection, of the fluid. A macroscopic

method to provide a measure of the transmissibility of heat between a fluid and a

surface is defined by Newton's law of cooling which states that the heat flux is

directly proportional to the product of the temperature difference and the heat

convection coefficient.

q" =
l

= h(Ts-TJ (2.56)

where:

q" heat flux from the surface

A heat convection surface

h convection coefficient

T surface temperature

Tx bulk fluid temperature

An additional meaning of the convection coefficient is that it relates directly to the

temperature gradient at the fluid-solid interface inside the fluid by invoking Fourier's

law (Eq. (2.42)) at this surface. Applying Eq. (2.42) at the surface within the fluid,

the heat flux is now:

~

fdy
(2.57)

y = 0

where:

q
"

heat flux at the interface surface

kt thermal conductivity of the fluid phase

T temperature

y direction perpendicular to the convection surface

Setting Eq. (2.56) and Eq. (2.57) equal and isolating the convection coefficient (h)

yields the following relationship between the convection coefficient and the

temperature gradient within the fluid:
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Kfdy
h =

y-^° (2.58)
T -T

4 00

Thermal Resistance

An extension of the idea of the transmissibility of heat as described by the convection

coefficient Eq. (2.56) is the thermal resistance. This term resembles the resistance a

component presents to heat flux as an electrical resistor hinders the flow of electric

current. In general, the goal of a heat exchanger is to minimize the thermal resistance

in order for the heat to flow efficiently from a heat generating device whose

temperature needs to be controlled. The standard definition of the thermal resistance

for convection is given as the following:

-T.. r

(2.59)
AT Ts-Too 7

">
q hA(Ts-Tj hA

where:

Rth thermal resistance

AT temperature difference

q heat rate

T surface temperature

T
1

00
bulk fluid temperature

h convection coefficient

A convective surface area

Nusselt Number

The concept of similitude allows one to define dimensionless numbers which

provide a means to compare systems and obtain an estimate of the relative behavior

from one system to the next when selectively changing parameters that comprise the

dimensionless number. The dimensionless parameters are defined based on what are

deemed as controlling factors. In the forced convection scenario, a common

dimensionless number that is used is the Nusselt number (Nu). The factors

controlling the forced convection are defined as (Incropera and DeWitt 1990):

1. nondimensionalized characteristic length x* = x/L
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2. nondimensionalized thickness y* = y/L

3. Reynolds number Re - (pUd)/\i

4. Prandtl number Pr = (u,c )/k

5. pressure drop dp/dx

The total number of factors controlling the heat transfer is five. According to the

Buckingham Pi theorem (Munson, Young et al. 1994) a total of two parameters are

necessary to define the Nusselt number. The Nusselt number (Nu) gives the

dimensionless temperature gradient at the surface as a function of two variables.

Nu = —(T*)
dy*

=

hL

kf
y* = 0 J

(2.60)

where:

T* dimensionless temperature T* — (T-T )/(Tx — T4)

y* nondimensionalized thickness y* = y/L

h convection coefficient

L characteristic length

kt thermal conductivity of the fluid phase

In a closed channel, the characteristic length (L) is typically taken to be the height of

the channel when the length to width ratio of the channel is small. By contrast, in

rectangular channels where the high and width are of the same order of magnitude,
the characteristic length (L) is taken to be the hydraulic diameter (d^), which is

given by:

4Acs
dhyd =

-jT
(2.61)

where:

dhyd hydraulic diameter

Acs channel cross-sectional area

P wetted perimeter of the channel

Furthermore, in a circular tube, the characteristic length (L) is taken to be simply the

diameter of the tube (d), giving the Nu for a circular tube as:
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Nu = — (2.62)

where:

h convection coefficient

d tube diameter

kf thermal conductivity of the fluid



Chapter 3

Metal Foam Conduction Model

3.1 One-dimensional Conduction Models in

Porous Media

Analytical approximations for the effective thermal conductivity in a stagnant fluid

flow condition have been sought ever since the first investigations in the field of

porous media by Maxwell (Maxwell 1873) and Lord Rayleigh (Rayleigh 1892). The

value of the effective thermal conductivity of porous media proves to be useful in

heat transfer applications ranging from soil and gravel layers to foam insulation, and

recently, the novel application of open celled metal foam heat exchangers, which

constitutes the focus of this section. The complexity of the geometry encountered in

the foam along with the large difference in thermal conductivity between the fluid

and solid phases present a challenge in estimating the heat transfer coefficient

compared to previous work done mainly with spherical or granular media in a packed
bed (Poulikakos and Renken 1987; Renken and Poulikakos 1988; Renken and

Poulikakos 1989; Antohe, Lage et al. 1996).

The value of the thermal conductivity in the fluid-solid composite is required in the

numerical modeling of forced convection through porous media (Poulikakos and

Renken 1987). Hunt and Tien (Hunt and Tien 1988) used an empirical stagnant

conduction model developed by Tien and Vafai (Tien and Vafai 1979) to define the

effective thermal conductivity in the volume averaged homogeneous energy

equation. Antohe et al. (Antohe, Lage et al. 1996) also required the used of an

empirical phase symmetry conduction that was developed by Hsu et al. (Hsu, Cheng

et al. 1994) to create a numerical model for the simulation of cooling micro heat

exchangers. The origins of the phase-symmetry conduction model by Hsu et al. (Hsu,

Cheng et al. 1994) are based upon the original work done by Zehner and Schlunder

on packed beds of spheres (Zehner and Schlunder 1970).
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A first order estimate of the effective thermal conductivity of a fluid filled porous

media can be made by simply accounting for the volume fraction of each substance,

giving the resulting relation based on the porosity and the thermal conductivity of

each substance. This was already derived as Eq. (2.54) and is repeated here as:

keff = tkf + (l-e)ks (3.1)

This equation, however, does not account for convection between the solid and the

fluid phases, contact resistance between packed particles or cells, radiation heat

transfer, nor structural features. The stagnant flow conduction models that have been

previously developed have required some additional assumptions concerning the

behavior of the heat flow through the composite medium and the porous medium

itself. These include:

1. The porous medium is uniform, or the porosity variation can be accurately cal¬

culated.

2. Natural convection and radiation heat transfer effects inside the porous medium

can be neglected.

3. The physical properties of the fluid and solid phases remain constant throughout

the temperature range.

4. The fluid and solid phases are in local thermal equilibrium.

Assumption No. 4 is a pivotal measure that is taken to enable a single energy

equation to be used later in the volume averaging technique utilized in the numerical

studies of the forced convection cases (Tien and Hunt 1987). This actually allows a

very small temperature difference between the two phases, or comparable local

temperature gradients (Whitaker 1999). Amiri and Vafai (Amiri and Vafai 1994)

have performed an extensive study into the validity of the local thermal equilibrium

assumption. They found that the quality of this assumption for a packed bed of

spheres diminished as the Darcy number and the particle Reynolds number increased

(linked to increasing permeability). In other words, the local thermal equilibrium

assumption works best, as perhaps expected, with slow moving or stagnant flows

which are commonly found in porous media with relatively low permeabilities.

In a configuration with a low solid volume fraction and order of magnitude

differences between the thermal conductivities of the two phases, the key in

estimating the effective thermal conductivity is an accurate description of the

geometry of the solid medium (Kaviany 1995). This technique was done

successfully for a packed bed of spheres by Zehner and Schlunder (Zehner and
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Schlunder 1970). They defined a unit cell consisting of one-eighth of a cube centered

around a sphere with the edge length equal to half the distance between the centers

of the spheres. They assumed heat conduction in one dimension along two parallel

paths; one path is the outer concentric cylinder and the other is the inner cylinder.

The inner cylinder had a diameter equal to the diameter of the spherical particle and

was composed of both fluid and solid, while the outer cylinder was purely fluid.

A recent advancement in the estimation of the effective thermal conductivity

specifically for a metal foam saturated with a fluid utilizing a geometrical estimate

was developed by Calmidi and Mahajan (Calmidi and Mahajan 1999). In this work,

a basic, two-dimensional structure of a metal foam was modeled by a hexagonal

honeycomb shape using squares as the geometrical representation of the nodes. In

the honeycomb shape, the thickness and length of the ligaments joining the nodes

were adjustable, in addition to the length of the edge of the square node. In a

representative cell section, distinct layers in the vertical (heat conducting) direction

were defined based on characteristics of the geometry. The effective thermal

conductivity was determined for each geometrical section directly through a

macroscopic volume averaging procedure based on the porosity, similar to that

which yielded Eq. (3.1). After the thermal conductivity was obtained for each layer,

the overall effective thermal conductivity for the representative unit cell was

calculated by summing the layer resistances in series. To accurately represent the

true effective thermal conductivity, the equation had to be calibrated through

experimentation to determine the relative length and thickness of the ligaments to the

size of the square nodes.

Based on the encouraging results of such a two-dimensional conduction model, as

well as the fact that an accurate representation of the metal foam geometry is of

importance for the estimation of the effective thermal conductivity, the concept of

the one-dimensional heat conduction in a two-dimensional structure is extended to

include a three-dimensional structure. The following derivation is a summary as

reported in the publication (Boomsma and Poulikakos 2001).

3.2 Three-dimensional Foam Geometry

The first task required the foam geometry in three dimensions be well defined. This

problem entails describing the space filling arrangement of cells of equal size with

the minimal surface energy. The structure that accomplishes this, which has been

accepted for the past 100 years, is that of the tetrakaidecahedron Figure 3.1. This

complete cell which consists of six squares and eight hexagons meeting at the
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tetrahedral angle was first published in Philosophical Magazine in 1887 by Lord

Kelvin (Thomson 1887). The tetrakaidecahedron is the idealized shape that will most

likely be attained in the foam from the nature of the foaming process (Thompson

1992). When the foam precursor is in its liquid state during manufacturing, bubbles

of a foaming gas are injected into liquid polymer. These bubbles are free to move

around and rearrange themselves in a given space following the tendency to attain a

natural state of lowest surface energy. A review of this manufacturing process for

open cell metal foams can be found in Section 1.3.2.

Figure 3.1: The tetrakaidecahedron modeled with cylindrical ligaments and cubic

nodes. The cartesian coordinate system is shown for the clarification of the projected
unit cell displayed in Figure 3.2. The labeled nodes (1-4) correspond to the

respective nodes labeled in Figure 3.2. The unit cell is shown at right as a solid gray
block situated in a single tetrakaidecahedron cell.

The actual components of the foam network were represented geometrically in the

three-dimensional model by cubical nodes and cylindrical ligaments. The length of

the cubic node was denoted by a, while the ligament was defined by its length L, and

the radius of its cross section, r (Figure 3.2). A magnified tetrakaidecahedron-shaped
cell photographed from a real aluminum foam is shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.2: The geometrical breakdown of the unit cell of the tetrakaidecahedron.

The thick lines denote the solid surfaces within the unit cell. Points 1-4 correspond
with those in Figure 3.1 to describe the projection onto the y-z plane.
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Figure 3.3: Single tetrakaidecahedron-shaped cell in an open cell metal foam.

3.3 Three-dimensional Model Development

33.1 Porosity

Taking the cells in their connected state, a representative section was selected based

on symmetry. This encapsulated one-sixteenth of a single tetrakaidecahedron cell

(Figure 3.2). This representative section contains all the geometrical characteristics

relating to the tetrakaidecahedron. In this section, discrete layers were defined based

on distinct geometrical features. The height of the half hexagon projected onto the z

axis is

/2

L^j (3.2)

with the two other sides of the rectangular unit cell in the x-y plane being

Ljl (3.3)

where L is the length between node centers. Two other variables (a and r) break up

the unit cell into four distinct vertical layers (Figure 3.2). From the top with respect
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to the z axis, the height for the first section, A, is r, because half of the ligament

belongs to the unit cell and the other half to the cell located above it. Proceeding
downwards to section B, the next descriptive height is the quantity (a/2-r),

described by the difference between half the node side length and the ligament
radius. Moving directly to the bottom section D, the height is simply represented by
half the side length of the cubic node,a/2. The height for the final section C is given

by the difference of the remaining height and the total unit cell's height projected
onto the y-z plane (Eq. (3.2)).

L^-a (3.4)

Having the heights defined for these four sections, the total volume for each

rectangular section is calculated simply by multiplying the unit cell's area (27, ) in

the x-y plane by the z height of the individual sections to give the following volumes.

'2
(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

A simplification can be made by using the following non-dimensional relationships.

r* = - (3.9)

a* =

j
(3.10)

The next step is calculating the volume occupied by the solid for each layer using the

dimensionless r* and a* variables.

VA s
= (a*2 + ^r*n(l-a*))r*L3 (3.11)

VA = 2rL"

VB = (a -2r])L2

c = 2(±Lj2-ay

vD = aL

VB,s = (ia*-r*\a*2L3 (3.12)
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VCs = (l-2a*j2)jir*2L3 (3.13)

VDi = \a*3L3 (3.14)

Having these relationships, the porosity can be estimated on the basis of r* and a*
.

e = l-^(r*a*2 + l-%r*2(l-a*) + ({)a*-r*\a*2 (3.15)

+ nr*2(l - 2a*J2) + La*3\

The variables r* and a* need to be eliminated to obtain the ultimate goal, the

effective thermal conductivity as a function of the material properties and the

porosity. Solving Eq. (3.15) for an arbitrary porosity (e) yields a quadratic solution

for r*
,
which is used later for the effective thermal conductivity (ketf).

r# =

\j2(2-(5/8)a*3j2-2z)
^^

H 7i(3-4a*j2-a*)

33.2 Thermal Conductivity

Averaging the thermal conductivity of each section on the basis of the individual

volume fractions and their respective thermal conductivities is done in the following

manner, as in Eq. (3.1).

K = —

y
—- (3-17>

n

This thermal conductivity is calculated for each section (n = A,B,C,D). The thermal

conductivity through the representative section is calculated based on heat

conduction through a series of four levels using Fourier's law of heat conduction to

give the relation:

A R c n

k*ff =

(LA/kA) + (LB/kB) + (Lc/kc) + (LD/kD)
(3-18)

Substituting the equations for the section lengths (Ln), the thermal conductivities for

each (kn), and the positive solution for r* from Eq. (3.16) yields a lengthy equation
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4tr*

t

(2a*2 + %r*(l -a*))ks +

(a*-

(4-2a*2-

-2r*)2

nr*(l -a*))kf

B

(a*--2r*)a*'?'ks + (2a*

(72-

— 4r* — (a*

-2a*)

-2r*)a*%

for the effective thermal conductivity as a function of the porosity (e), a*
,
and r*

(which is a solved function of e and a* from Eq. (3.15)). Introducing the simplifying

notation:

(3.19)

(3.20)

Rc =
v^ " '

5 (3.21)

2itr* (l-2a*j2)ks+2(j2-2a*-nr* (l-2a*j2))kf

2a*

RD = — — — (3.22)

a* ks + (4-a* )kf

finally yields the final result of the effective thermal conductivity to be

J~2
k*ff =

2(RA + RB + RC + RD)
(3-23)

3.4 Results and Discussion

3.4.1 Results

This keg function (Eq. (3.23)) is plotted for two separate cases. Aluminum alloy

6101-T6 (k = 218 W-irf'-K"1) is used for the solid in both cases. In Figure 3.4, air

(k = 0.0265 W-m_1-K ) is the saturating fluid, and in Figure 3.5, water

(k - 0.613 W-m -K ) is the saturating fluid. The a* value is calibrated from these

figures by comparison with the experimental data from Calmidi and Mahajan

(Calmidi and Mahajan 1999).

Examining Figure 3.4 shows that the best agreement between the variable a* and

the available experimental data for porous aluminum saturated with air is for

a* =0.330. This effective geometrical ratio carries over for the water saturated

aluminum medium as well, as shown by Figure 3.5.
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The ratio of the effective thermal conductivity to the fluid conductivity is calculated

and plotted in Figure 3.6 for several relationships of kjkc and porosity using the

value a* — 0.330. The calculated effective thermal conductivity ratio by the phase-

symmetry model of Hsu et al. (Hsu, Cheng et al. 1994) is also plotted on the same

graph as dashed lines for comparison.

The effect of the thermal conductivity of the fluid phase at relatively high foam

porosities (e ~ 0.95) on the effective thermal conductivity of the saturated porous

medium is of interest because it aids the selection of the best fluid/solid combination.

In Figure 3.7, the effective thermal conductivity for a fluid saturated porous

aluminum matrix of 95% porosity is plotted for a wide range of fluid conductivities

from 0.0 to 10.0 W-m^-K"1.

Comparing the three-dimensional model to the experimental data shows that the

model follows the curve of the data points very well in both cases with air and water

as the saturating fluids. The calibration curves that were done for air and water lie

directly on the data points taken from Calmidi and Mahajan (Calmidi and Mahajan

1999). In both cases the closest (and very good) relationship between the

experimental and calculated points, as shown in Figure 3.5, was achieved for a value

of a* = 0.330. These results are compared to the values obtained using the phase-

symmetry model developed by Hsu et al. (Hsu, Cheng et al. 1994) which are also

plotted in Figure 3.6 as dashed lines for various values of kjkf and the air and water

values. The present three-dimensional geometric model predicts a lower effective

thermal conductivity than the phase-symmetry model throughout the plotted

porosity range for realistic metal to fluid conductivity ratios, and agrees everywhere

with the experiments. At a lower phase conductivity ratio of kjkt= 100, the present

three-dimensional model predicts a higher effective thermal conductivity at

porosities above 8 = 0.965. For the conductivity ratio kjkf- 10 the present model

predicts a higher thermal conductivity than the phase-symmetry model across the

entire porosity range shown, from e = 0.88 to e = 1.00.
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keff(W-m'-K')

*"Si- "^
x

A Air Experiment

a* = 0 342 *v^ A**"^ ~Jk -

^^^

0 90 0 91 0 96 0 97

Figure 3.4: Plot of kete for various porosities and dimensionless a* values for

calibration of the three-dimensional model with air against experimental data

(Calmidi and Mahajan 1999). The solid line represents the a* value chosen from the

calibration procedure.
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keff(Wm' K1)

0 88 0 89 0 90 0 91 0 92 0 93 0 94 0 95 0 96 0 97 0 98

e

Figure 3.5: Plot of kea for various porosities and dimensionless a* values for

calibration of the three-dimensional model with water against experimental data

(Calmidi and Mahajan 1999). The solid line represents the a* value chosen from the

calibration procedure.

It is useful to observe the effects on the effective thermal conductivity while varying
the fluid conductivity in order to find an optimal fluid-solid system. In Figure 3.7 the

effective thermal conductivity for a saturated aluminum matrix of 95% is plotted
with varying kffrom 0.0 to 10.0 W-m -K

. Following the plot where there is nearly
a vacuum (fy= 0.01 W-m -K ) to a fy= 0.1 W-m"'-K"1 shows a nearly negligible
increase in the effective thermal conductivity from 4.25 to 4.37 W-m"'-K"', or a 3%

increase in kegior an order of magnitude increase in kr. Proceeding another order of

magnitude to a thermal conductivity value of kf= 1.0 W-m -K shows a larger

change in the effective thermal conductivity from 4.37 to 5.03 W-m'-K"1, or an

increase of 15%. Continuing to increase the fluid conductivity all the way to

L=10.0W-m"1-K"1 shows a relatively large increase in effective thermal
-1-1

conductivity to 16.5 W-m -K, or an increase of 230% in kefrfov an increase in fluid

conductivity of one order of magnitude. However, only non-conventional fluids

possess such a thermal conductivity. Restricting the discussion to practical fluids

(kf< 1.0 W-m -K ), these changes in effective thermal conductivity values reveal

that relatively minimal gains are made in increasing &e«-when the solid to fluid
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conductivity ratio is high. Increasing the thermal conductivity of the solid phase is

required for any dramatic improvement in the effective thermal conductivity of the

composite system.

ke]/kf

—— 3D Conduction Model

Figure 3.6: Plot of the dimensionless thermal conductivities for the three-

dimensional model with a* - 0.339 and the phase-symmetry model by Hsu et al.

(Hsu, Cheng et al. 1994) for various kjkf values plus the air and water cases which

are compared to experimental data points (Calmidi and Mahajan 1999).
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Figure 3.7: Effective thermal conductivity plot for a saturated porous aluminum

medium (k =218 W-m K"1, e = 0.95) calculated by varying the fluid conductivity

3.4.2 Conclusion

A one-dimensional heat conduction model for use with open celled metal foams was

developed based on a three-dimensional description of the foam geometry. This

accurate description of the foam geometry allows the effective thermal conductivity

to be accurately calculated. The three-dimensional-dimensional model performs
better than the phase-symmetry model for the parameter ranges typically

experienced in metal foams. Because of the accurate curve prediction, this model

may lend itself well into applicability in the lower porosity regimes (e < 0.90).

The three-dimensional model demonstrated that for metal foams in which the solid

conductivity is markedly higher than the fluid conductivity improvements in the

overall effective thermal conductivity are best made by increasing the thermal

conductivity of the solid phase through manipulation of the foam solid structure at

the manufacturing phase, since the solid phase appears to govern the effective

thermal conductivity value, even at a very high porosity.



Chapter 4

Pressure Drop and Heat

Transfer Experiments

4.1 Motivation for Experimental Work

The use of open cell metal foams in fluid flow applications requires a thorough

understanding of the pressure drop and heat transfer behavior controlled by the solid

structure through which it flows. Extensive work has been done to characterize the

pressure drop and heat transfer behavior of fluid flow through porous media, but

these are often limited to packed granular beds or packed beds of spheres. An

excellent review on the subject involving such granular materials can be found in

(Kaviany 1995). As seen in Figure 4.1, the structure of the open cell metal foam is

completely different from that encountered in packed beds of spheres. Because of

these structural differences, the characterization of the pressure drop and heat

transfer through the open cell metal foams requires an additional research effort.

4.1.1 Fluid Flow

Different models have been developed in the past 150 years to characterize the fluid

flow in a porous matrix on the basis of macroscopically measurable flow quantities.
A thorough historical review of the work in porous media can be found in (Lage

1998). The first of these models can be traced back to Darcy's publication in 1856

(Darcy 1856). He established the well known Darcy's law (Section 2.3) which states

that the pressure drop per unit length for a flow through a porous medium is

proportional to the product of the fluid velocity and the dynamic viscosity (later

added by Krüger (Krüger 1918)), and inversely proportional to the permeability.

Darcy's law (Eq. (2.33)) can be conveniently rewritten in the following form.
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Ap
=

\x£ (41)
L K

However, Darcy's law is applicable only for relatively slow-moving flows, where

the permeability-based Reynolds number is small.

ReK=P£JË<0(l) (4.2)

As the flow velocity increases, the form drag becomes more prevalent and must be

considered for an accurate description of the pressure drop (Diedericks and du

Plessis 1997). This effect is accounted by the addition of the form drag term C as

suggested by Dupuit (Dupuit 1863) and explained in detail in Section 2.3. This

pressure drop equation Eq. (2.38) can be rewritten as the following.

^ = ^U+pCU2 (4.3)
L K

This form drag compensation (C) may vary according to the porosity of the medium

and the channel which contains it (Beckermann and Viskanta 1987). However, the

channel effects of a metal foam do not resemble those generated in packed beds of

spheres. In a packed bed of spheres, the porosity of the bed increases exponentially
to the container wall (Amiri and Vafai 1994) causing "tunneling effects" which may

increase the permeability of the system beyond that of an infinitely large packed bed

of spheres (Mehta and Hawley 1969). This effect, however, is not applicable in the

study of the hydraulic characteristics of metal foam because of the metal foam

production process. The metal foam production process generates large quantities of

liquid foam inside a container whose dimensions are much larger than the pore size.

After the foam has been produced in bulk, it is then cut to specification, effectively

eliminating any type of wall interference on the final foam structure. A consistent

porosity is thus maintained throughout the foam without the need for any porosity
variation considerations (Baumeister 1997).
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Figure 4.1: (a) Aluminum foam block which measures 10 0 cm x 4 0 cm x 1 5 cm

high 92% porous (10 pores per linear inch = 69 mm pore diameter), (b) magnified
view of a single pore from Figure 1(a) (c) aluminum foam block as depicted in Figure
1 (a), but compressed by a factor of four, which decreased the porosity from 92% to

76 1%, (d) magnified view of the foam in Figure 1(c)
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There exists no general relationship between the permeability of a porous medium

and porosity because the permeability is affected by the form of the solid structure

(Kaviany 1995). Different mathematical models have been developed with varying

degrees of success in order to predict the permeability of porous media using

simplified structures, with the majority consisting of packed beds of spheres (Ergun
1952; Mehta and Hawley 1969; Poulikakos and Renken 1987; Renken and

Poulikakos 1988). However, the structure of the metal foam confronted here is

notably more complex than that of a packed bed of spheres. Although some models

of flow using various representations of this complex structure have been developed
with limited success (du Plessis, Montillet et al. 1994; Sodre and Parise 1997; Smit

and du Plessis 1999), detailed experimentation is still required to accurately measure

the flow resistance of the material.

The addition of the quadratic term in Eq. (4.3) has been proven to be applicable for

packed beds of spheres for permeability based Reynolds number in the range

80 > ReK > 5 by Dybbs and Edwards (Dybbs and Edwards 1975). Fand et al. (Fand,
Kim et al. 1987) confirmed this for randomly packed spheres, i.e. spheres of various

diameters which composed the packed bed instead of spheres of equal diameter

which pack regularly. Beyond this ReK range, Lage et al. (Lage, Antohe et al. 1997)

demonstrated the existence of a third regime which requires a cubic velocity term for

an accurate description of the pressure drop in metal foams, which is in line with that

considered by Forchheimer when he studied large sets of hydraulic data from flow

through porous media (Forchheimer 1901).

There are several ways by which the permeability (K) and the form coefficient (C)

can be calculated through experimentation. One approach has been to modify

Eq. (4.3) to bring it into linear form and then extrapolate to determine the

coefficients as done by Givler and Altobelli (Givler and Altobelli 1994). However,

this method has been shown to lack accuracy due to the extrapolation, and therefore

a more direct and accurate way has been introduced by Antohe et al. (Antohe, Lage
et al. 1997) using a least-squares quadratic curve fit through the pressure drop versus

fluid speed data points. A direct advantage of the least-squares curve fit using the

form coefficient is the provision for an accurate uncertainty analysis, which is

beneficial when analyzing and reporting quantities derived from experimental
results. The least squares curve fitting process works as follows. Making the

following substitutions in Eq. (4.3),

A =
H
K

(4.4)
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and

B = pC (4.5)

yields the following quadratic equation for the length-normalized pressure drop

(4.6)±P
= AU + BU2

in which A and B are solved through the least squares curve fit technique. Applying
the least-squares quadratic fit on Eq. (4.6) gives the following results for the

coefficients A and B.

\ I n \ In M n \

3

A =

\i=i i\i=i I \i=i i\i=i i

( n \(n \ ( « \( " \

Xl \lx> ~

zx> zx>
\l = l l\l = ] I \l = l l\l = l I

(4.7)
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\l = 1 l\l = 1 I \l = 1 J\l = 1 I
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Zx' lx> ' lx> lx>
\l = l )\l = l J \l = l )\l = l I

(4.8)

In these equations, the x,'s represent the various fluid flow velocities at which the

data were taken and the y/s represent the respective measured pressure drop per unit

length values. Knowing A and B, the permeability and inertia coefficient are obtained

by backsolving Eq. (4.4) and Eq. (4.5).

4.1.2 Heat Transfer

The extension of the fluid dynamic work in porous media in a channel to include

simultaneous convective heat transfer can be traced back as far as Koh et al. (Koh

and Colony 1974; Koh and Stevens 1975). Their analysis considered a simple slug
flow velocity profile through the porous medium, but the cooling effects generated
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by the presence of a porous medium were shown. In the course of developing better

analytical models for channel convection, Kaviany (Kaviany 1985) presented an

analytical solution of the transport equations based on the quadratic-extended Darcy
flow model (Eq. (4.3)). Advancements continued in numerical work on forced

convection through packed beds of spheres which included the notable numerical

work performed by Poulikakos and Renken (Poulikakos and Renken 1987). These

results were later verified by an experimental investigation conducted by the same

group of investigators (Renken and Poulikakos 1988). Many other models have been

proposed to account for other variables, such as wall effects (Mehta and Hawley

1969; Kaviany 1985), variable porosity (Amiri and Vafai 1994; Nield, Porneala et

al. 1999), and even non-Newtonian fluids (Chen and Hadim 1998; Chen and Hadim

1999). Kaviany (Kaviany 1995) provides both a detailed theoretical approach in

transport in porous media with the accompanying history of the work in porous

media. The great majority of these studies that are covered in (Kaviany 1995)

consider spherical media, which possess porosities in the range e ~ 0.3-0.6. This

configuration models fluid flow and heat transfer through sediment and other

granular systems.

The question naturally arises as to how far these concepts based on spherical media

can be taken to include other types of porous media, especially when the solid

structure is radically different from that of a packed bed of spheres, as in the case of

the open cell metal foam. Even with these difficulties, it is these troublesome

qualities generated by the intricate structure of the open cell metal foam which makes

studying the flow through the foams attractive, particularly in the area of heat

transfer. The open cell metal foam structure has the desirable qualities of a well

designed heat exchanger, i.e. a high specific fluid-solid interface surface area, good

thermally conducting solid phase, and a tortuous coolant flow path to promote

mixing. Depending on the particular open cell metal foam configuration, its specific
surface area varies between approximately 500 m /m to over 10,000 m /m in

compressed form (ERG 1999). The metal matrix can be manufactured from a high

thermally conducting solid such as aluminum (ks ~ 200 W-m -K ) or copper (ks ~

400 W-m -K ), which merely by its presence in a static fluid, dramatically increases

the overall effective thermal conductivity of the fluid system by more than the most

general of all volume-averaged thermal conductivity equation, Eq. (4.9), which does

not consider the geometry of the solid. The overall effective thermal conductivity of

the fluid-solid system (kejf) can be most generally (but not accurately) described by
the porosity (e) and the conductivities of the fluid and solid phases by kj and ks,

respectively.

keff = zkf + (l-E)ki (4.9)
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This increase in overall effective thermal conductivity of the fluid-solid system to a

level above that predicted by Eq. (4.9) was shown in the two-dimensional

conduction model by Calmidi and Mahajan (Calmidi and Mahajan 1999). Noting the

influence of the structure on the thermal conductivity of the metal foam matrix, the

concept of the one-dimensional heat conduction model was improved upon to

employ a three-dimensional structure (Chapter 3) with good results.

Even with the difficulty in accurately modeling the hydraulic characteristics through

highly porous open cell metal foams, attempts have been made to develop heat

transfer models. Because of the complex geometry of the metal foam, simplifications
have been made for analytical heat transfer models. A good example is the model

developed by Lu et al. (Lu, Stone et al. 1998) which models the open cell metal foam

as a medium with cylindrical fibers which are joined in a rectangular fashion. The

results from this study, however, lack experimental verification. Volume-averaged
numerical models have been used to a large extent to avoid the complexity of the

open cell metal foam geometry. Lage et al. (Lage, Weinert et al. 1996) conducted a

numerical 2-D study on an open cell metal foam heat exchanger which used a

synthetic oil to cool a high-power radar assembly. In this study, the thermal

management qualities of metal foams were simulated based on a one-equation heat

conduction model under the local thermal equilibrium assumption (Section 2.4.2),

which assumes no temperature difference between the solid and fluid phases for a

suitably small representative elementary volume of the saturated porous medium.

This model demonstrated the flow-distributing capabilities of the foam structure

which, in turn, lowered the temperature gradient across the heat-generating device,

in addition to lowering the average operating temperature. Another numerical model

simulating the forced convection through an open cell metal foam was developed by
Calmidi and Mahajan (Calmidi and Mahajan 2000). This study, unlike the one of

Lage et al. (Lage, Weinert et al. 1996), used air as the coolant, considered a

temperature difference between the solid and fluid phases, and was compared against

experiments.

There currently exist analytical and numerical models for the fluid flow and heat

transfer in packed beds of spheres and extensive databanks of fluid flow and heat

transfer experiments used for verification of these models. However, in the case of

open cell metal foams, the numerical models have had limited success, and the

experimentation to verify these models is restricted, particularly to the coolant,

which is typically air. In cooling electronics which generate a large amount of excess

heat, a liquid coolant is generally preferred over air because of its greater thermal

conductivity and specific heat capacitance. In view of these requirements,

experiments using a forced liquid coolant are needed, not only to investigate the
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feasibility of using open cell metal foams as heat exchangers, but also to provide a

basis against which numerical models can be compared. The experimental
verification becomes even more crucial as the dispersion effects of the higher

thermally conductive liquid affect the overall heat transfer performance of the metal

foam (Hunt and Tien 1988). The goal is to provide an experimental study of the

performance of open cell aluminum foam heat exchangers in a forced convection

flow arrangement using a liquid coolant, which is de-ionized, degassed water.

4.2 Experiment

4.2.1 Apparatus

The goal of the experiment was to measure the hydraulic and thermal performance
of the open cell aluminum foams when used as heat exchangers in a forced

convection flow arrangement. The concept was to direct the coolant flow through a

rectangular channel in which the aluminum foam heat exchanger is placed,

occupying the entire cross-section of the channel. A heater was attached to the

aluminum foam via the heat spreader plate, through which the heat was conducted

and eventually convected into the coolant stream. The characterization of the open

cell metal foam heat exchangers included measuring the temperature of the heater

block, the temperature of the heat spreader plate, the coolant temperature at several

locations in the coolant flow, the power delivered to the heating device, and the

pressure drop across the heat exchangers for various coolant flow rates. A general
overview of the experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 4.2. The channel

assembly is shown in detail in two separate views in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic view of the experimental setup used to measure the hydraulic
and thermal characteristics of the compressed aluminum foam heat exchangers

Eight pressure taps measuring 0.2 mm in diameter were bored into the housing at

various locations to measuie the static pressure, as seen in Figure 4.3(b). The

outermost ports were used for the pressure drop calculations to avoid the static

pressure variations generated by the acceleration and deceleration of the fluid as it

enters and leaves the metal foam. The other six ports were used as a symmetry check

of the flow. During the experiments, the pressure variation between the left and right

ports did not fluctuate more than 3% and was therefore, neglected
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Figure 4.3: (a) Cross-sectional view of the foam test housing which shows the

location of the aluminum foam heat exchanger, the heater assembly, and the path of

the coolant flow, (b) Top view of the foam test housing depicted (at right) with the lid

removed to show the placement of the foam component of the assembled

compressed foam heat exchanger.

To improve the similarity between the experiment and insulated boundary conditions

in future numerical modeling work, the metal foam heat exchanger housing was

machined from Ryton R4, which has alow thermal conductivity (0.3 W-m -K ) and

a reasonable coefficient of thermal expansion (22 x 10 K). The static pressure

drop of the coolant across the metal foam heat exchanger was measured by two

different differential pressure transducers corresponding to their individual pressure

ranges. A Huba differential pressure transducer was used for measuring the pressure

in the lower pressure range, from 0-0.20 bar, with an accuracy of 0.5% FS

(±0.001 bar). For the pressure range from 0.20-3.45 bar, an Omega (PX81DO-

050DT) differential pressure transducer was employed with an accuracy of 0.25%

FS (±0.009 bar). E-type thermocouples (chromel/constantan) of 0.15 mm diameter

measured the temperatures at various locations of the experimental apparatus. The

thermocouples were calibrated in a thermal bath to within 0.5 "C. The thermocouples

were inserted through the 0.2 mm diameter pressure taps that were located in the

bottom of the channel to measure the temperature of the coolant flow (Figure 4.3).

The pressure drop measurements were performed both with and without the

thermocouples inserted through the pressure taps to determine if their presence

altered the pressure readings, which it did not. The temperatures of the heater

assembly and the heat spreader plate were monitored by thermocouples inserted into

various holes in these components.

A Neslab chiller (CFT-75) pumped water through the foam test housing. It also

regulated the water temperature at 20.0 "C to within ± 0.5 °C and could dissipate up
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to 1600 W of heat. The pressure drop experiments were conducted from the low end

to the high end of the flow rate range. As a check for hysteresis, selected experiments
were performed from the high end of the flow rate range to the low end. No

hysteresis was observed in these experiments when they were compared to the

pressure measurement data taken by varying the flow rate from low to high.
Therefore, all data used in the calculations were taken as an average from four

experimental trials, adjusting the flow rate from low to high. The temperature of the

water during the experiments was held constant at 20.0 ± 0.5 °C. Within the

temperature range of 0.5 °C, the physical properties of water do not vary enough to

be considered in the calculations when compared to the uncertainties generated by
the data acquisition equipment.

The heating system consisted of a block machined from oxygen-free copper

(ks ~ 400 W-m^-K"1) measuring 40.0 mm x 44.0 mm x 20.0 mm high. Five holes

measuring 6.35 mm in diameter were bored through the block to hold five 220 W

cartridge heaters in place. The voltage and current delivered to the five cartridge
heaters were monitored by an oscilloscope, which also calculated the power being
delivered to the heaters in real-time. The maximum power delivered to the heater

block was 5 (cartridge heaters) x 220 W (per cartridge heater) - 1100 W. Smaller

holes measuring 0.2 mm in diameter were drilled into the top and base of the copper

heater block, perpendicular to the coolant flow direction. This allowed the insertion

of small diameter thermocouples which measured the temperature difference over

the heater block caused by possible uneven cooling effects.

The acquisition of the signals from the sensors which included both pressure

transducers and two electronic flowmeters was handled by a USB data acquisition
device manufactured by IOTech. The device was attached via a USB port on a PC

running Windows 98 which controlled the IOTech data acquisition device using
LabVIEW software. With this configuration the pressure and flow data were viewed

and recorded to the PC hard drive in real-time.

Each open cell aluminum foam heat exchanger was tested three times following the

identical procedure. The heat exchanger was mounted in the test housing. The

coolant was then pumped through the foam at the maximum attainable flow rate,

which varied according to the permeability of each individual heat exchanger, for a

minimum of 20 minutes to remove any possible air trapped in the foam. The inlet

temperature of the coolant was held at 22 ± 0.5 °C. After the 20 minute stabilization

period, full power to the heater cartridges was turned on (1100 W), and the entire

experimental apparatus was allowed to reach steady state. Although this appeared to

take less than 10 minutes by observing the temperature and pressure data in real-
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time, 30 minutes were given. Starting from the maximum flow rate, the temperatures

at various locations were measured and recorded in real-time via the USB data

acquisition device and PC, which also recorded the pressure drop reading from the

pressure transducer. The maximum coolant temperature allowed during operation
was 100 °C, because the coolant began to vaporize at this point, altering the

conditions of the heat exchanger tests. This high temperature, however, was

achieved only at the very low flow rate of 0.105 1/min. (0.022 m/s flow velocity).

After the data at a single flow rate were taken, the flow rate was reduced, and the

apparatus was given five minutes to reach steady state, after which, the same data

collection procedure was followed. As noted in the work by Boomsma and

Poulikakos (Boomsma and Poulikakos 2002) and Antohe et al. (Antohe, Lage et al.

1997), the direction in which the flow rate is adjusted does not have an effect on the

calculated permeability and form coefficient needed to describe the flow resistance

of a porous medium.

4.2.2 Metal Foam Blocks

CompressedFoam

All open cell metal foam blocks were manufactured from 6101-T6 aluminum alloy.
To generate the array of compressed foam blocks in Table 4.1,40 PPI foam (2.3 mm

pre-compression pore diameter) of two different initial porosities, one of 92% and

the other of 95%, were compressed by various factors ranging from two to eight. This

foam is listed as 40 PPI by the manufacturer (ERG 1999). The PPI acronym

designates pores per linear inch, but due to the ambiguity of this label, the pore

diameters of the uncompressed 40 PPI foam were visually measured by hand using
a microscope and a scale calibrated to one-tenth of a millimeter and were tabulated

in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Metal foam physical data.

Compressed Foam Physical Data

Foam Compression Name Expected Porosity [%] Measured Porosity [%]
5% 2 95-02 90 0 88 2

4 95-04 80 0 80 5

6 95-06 70 0 68 9

8 95-08 60 0 60 8

8% 2 92-02 84 0 87 4

3 92-03 76 0 82 5

4 92-04 68 0 76 1

5 92-05 60 0 72 2

6 92-06 52 0 66 9

Uncompressed Foam Physical Data

Foam Pore Diameter [mm] Specific Surface Area [mVm1] Measured Porosity [%]
10 PPI 69 820 92 1

20 PPI 36 1700 92 0

40 PPI 23 2700 92 8

The procedure for compressing the foams, as explained by the manufacturer, allows

the foam to expand freely on the open lateral sides of the compression device. By not

restraining the lateral edges of the foam block while being compressed, the

isotropicity of the aluminum in the foam is claimed to be held more consistent by

avoiding mass accumulation along the edges of the compression device. However,

as the foam is being compressed, whatever mass of foam extends beyond the original
lateral dimensions is lost when the foam is machined to final tolerances, and hence,

the measured porosity of the final compressed state of the foam may be higher than

expected for a given compression factor because this solid portion of the original
foam is lost. To measure the actual values of the porosity, each compressed foam

block was weighed, and based on the nominal external measurements, an effective

porosity was calculated and compared to an expected final porosity based on the

foam's initial solid fraction and compression factor. The expected porosity was

based on the simple physical relation for a change in volume, where M is the

compression factor (ratio of the original uncompressed foam block height to the final

compressed height) and e is the void fraction of the material (0 < e < 1 ).

compressed
~~

~~

"-
~

uncompressed' * '
'

The final overall dimensions of the compressed foam blocks used in the experiments

were 40.0 mm x 40.0 mm x 2.0 mm, with the cross-sectional area normal to the flow

direction measuring 40.0 mm x 2.0 mm. The porosities of the aluminum foams were

calculated by weighing them and comparing this to the density of 6101-T6 aluminum

alloy. The corresponding expected porosities were also calculated by Eq. (4.10),

using the manufacturer's stated initial, uncompressed porosity of eunCompressed and
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the given nominal compression factor, M. Table 4.1 lists both the measured and

expected porosities, and Figure 4.4 shows their relationship graphically with the

expected porosity of the compressed foam blocks as lines with the actual porosity
measurements represented as points.
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Figure 4.4: Plot of the porosities of the compressed foam blocks and their predicted
porosities according to Eq. (4 10) The solid lines represent the values obtained from

the calculations in Eq. (4.10) and the points represent the measured porosity values.

The various configurations of aluminum foams are named using two pairs of digits.
The first pair is pre-compression porosity; the number 92 designates

8uncompressed = 92%. The second pair of digits designates the compression factor, M.

The foam 92-04, for example, was 92% porous in its uncompressed state and then

compressed by a factor of four. In Figure 4.4, the porosities of the 95% pre-

compression foam samples that were measured closely follow the relationship as

predicted by Eq. (4.10). However, the porosities of the 92% pre-compression foam

remained higher than those predicted by Eq. (4.10) and the manufacturer's given
data. By the consistency of the error of the porosity data points from the predicted
line for the 92% initial porosity foam, it can be assumed that this discrepancy is due

to an inaccurate estimate of the initial porosity or compression factor given by foam

manufacturer.
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Uncompressed Foam

In Table 4.1, the physical characteristics of the three blocks of uncompressed foam

are given. The foams are labeled by their characteristic pore diameter in inches (as

specified by the manufacturer), which are 10,20, and 40 pores per linear inch (PPI).

However, due to the subjective nature of the pore counting, the uncompressed foams

were viewed under a microscope and the pore diameters were measured by hand to

an accuracy of ± 0.5 mm and tabulated in Table 4.1. This provides a more objective

description of the actual foam geometry for comparison purposes. These foams have

open pore diameters of 6.9 mm, 3.6 mm, and 2.3 mm, respectively. Each

uncompressed foam block tested was 12.0 mm x 38.0 mm x 80.0 mm, with the flow

cross-section measuring 12.0 mm x 38.0 mm. The blocks were cut to final external

tolerances by an electro-discharge machining system to minimize deformation of the

solid structure and to ensure uniform porosity to the outer edges of each block. The

porosity of each block was calculated by dividing its weight by the volume, as

measured by the external dimensions, and then comparing this value to the density
of the solid metal, aluminum alloy 6101-T6. The surface area to volume ratio

(specific surface area) is also tabulated for the uncompressed metal foam blocks in

Table 4.1. These specific surface area data were provided by the foam manufacturer

(ERG 1999).

4.23 Metal Foam Heat Exchangers

The reasoning behind using open cell metal foams as heat exchangers is the

exploitation of the specific surface area to volume ratio. One of the desirable

qualities of the open cell metal foam in a heat exchanger application is a large

specific surface area, which ranges from approx. 500 m /m to over 3000 m /m
,
in

its normal manufactured state. Compressing the foam further increases this already

large surface area to volume ratio. To generate a wide array of open cell metal foam

heat exchangers, 6101-T6 aluminum alloy (ks = 218 W-m"'-K"') was cast into foam

form at two different porosities of s = 92% and e = 95% with an average cell diameter

of 2.3 mm.

The specific surface area of these foams was further increased by compressing them

by a factor of M, which designates the ratio of the pre-compression to post-

compression height of the foam block. In the one-dimensional compression process,

the lateral sides of the metal foam are not restrained. This is done to prevent any mass

accumulation in the foam caused by lateral material movements during the

compression process. However, any material which "flows" to the outside of the
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compression device is lost in the machining of the foam to its final overall

dimensions. Thus the resulting porosity of the foam may be higher than what would

be predicted by Eq. (4.10).

The compressed open cell aluminum foams measured 40.0 mm x 40.0 mm x 2.0 mm

after the final machining process. To make them functional heat exchangers, each

foam piece was brazed in a central position to an adjoining heat spreader plate which

enabled a heat source to be mounted on the opposing side.

Figure 4.5: Brazed compressed open cell aluminum foam heat exchanger.

Each heat spreader plate consisted of 6092 aluminum alloy with 18% SiC particles
which measured 58.0 mm x 58.0 mm x 1.9 mm thick (Figure 4.5). The SiC particles
increased the thermal conductivity of the plate to approximately 250 W-m -K

.
A

copper heating block was vacuum soldered onto the side of the heat spreader plate

opposing the aluminum foam. Five 6.35 mm diameter holes were bored through the

heater block which served as holders for the five 220 W cartridge heaters, which

generated a total of (5 x 220 W =) 1100 W (Figure 4.6). Considering the effective

heat convection area of the aluminum heat exchangers as 1600 ram', this equates to

a maximum possible heat flux of 688 kW/m
, neglecting heat losses to the other

surfaces of the heater. Various thermocouple holes measuring 0.2 mm diameter were

drilled perpendicular to the coolant flow to measure any temperature differences

across the heater block.

.-.»£**
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Figure 4.6: Heater block assembly after soldering to a compressed aluminum foam

heat exchanger as depicted in Figure 4.5.

4.3 Pressure Drop Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Results

The pressure drop data for both the compressed and uncompressed foam blocks were

taken and normalized on a length-scale basis, which was based on the respective

lengths of the foam blocks measuring 40.0 mm for the compressed metal foams and

80.0 mm for the uncompressed metal foams. From these data, a quadratic curve was

fitted through the data points for each foam block according to Eq. (4.4) and

Eq. (4.8).

Compressed Foam

Figure 4.7 shows the pressure drop experimental data and the fitted curves in

graphical form for the compressed blocks based on the flow velocity. Figure 4.7 is

separated into (a) and (b) according to pre-compression porosities of 95% and 92%,

respectively. The left-hand ordinate is the length-normalized pressure drop and the

right-hand ordinate is the pressure drop for one 40 mm long aluminum foam block.

By backsolving the constants A and B from the fitted curves as given in Eq. (4.4) and

Eq. (4.5), the permeability, form coefficient, and their respective uncertainties, were
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calculated for each foam block using the entire flowrate range tested for each foam

block. This corresponded to a flowrate range of 0.00 1/min. to 5.00 1/min. (0.00 m/s

to 1.04 m/s Darcian flow velocity) for the compressed foam. The only exception was

foam 95-08. The maximum pressure for the pressure transducer (3.45 bar) was

reached with a flow velocity of 0.729 m/s while testing the 95-08 foam block, and

therefore, the maximum usable data pair (flow velocity, pressure) in the quadratic

least-squares curve fit for foam 95-08 was obtained from this flow velocity value.

However, the fitted pressure drop curve for foam 95-08 was plotted over the entire

flow velocity range from 0.00 m/s to 1.04 m/s in Figure 4.7(a) for comparison

purposes. Table 4.2 gives the permeability, the form coefficient, the A and B

coefficients used in the least-squares curve fitting procedure, and their respective
uncertainties for both the compressed and uncompressed foam blocks.

Table 4.2: Calculated foam flow characteristics.

Compressed Foam

Foam K[10"'mil C[m'] A [bar-s/m2] B [barV/m3] AA [bar-s/m2] AB [bar-s2/m3] qK[%] oc [%]
95-02 44 4 1168 0216

95 04 197 2707 0 487

95 06 5 25 4728 1828

95 08 2 46 8701 3 893

92-02 36 7 1142 0 261

92 03 23 0 1785 0417

92 04 13 9 3361 0 689

92-05 8 07 4073 1 189

92-06 3 88 5518 2 472

0 0291 0 0406 13 5 35

0 0679 0 0946 140 35

0 1386 01893 76 40

0 3269 0 5849 84 67

0 0298 00412 114 36

0 0461 0 0640 11 1 36

0 0856 01189 124 35

OHIO 0 1529 93 38

0 1707 0 2321 69 42

Uncompressed Foam

Foam KPO'"]^ C [m'] A [bar-s/m2] B [bar-sW] AA [bar-s/m2] AB [bar-s2/m3] aj%] o~[%I
10 PPI 3529 120 0 003 0 119 0 0004 0 0098 13 5 8 2

20 PPI 1089 239 0 009 0 239 0 0012 0 0105 13 4 4 4

40PPI 712 362 0013 0361 00018 00116 134 32
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Figure 4.7: (a) The experimentally obtained pressure drop data are plotted along
with the fitted curves for the 95-senes compressed foam blocks The experimental
uncertainty values are 0 22 bar/m in the length-normalized pressure measurement,
0 0088 bar in the actual pressure measurement, and 0 013 m/s in the fluid flow

velocity measurement (b) The experimentally obtained pressure drop data are

plotted along with the fitted curves for the 92-senes compressed foam blocks The

experimental uncertainty values are 0 22 bar/m in the length-normalized pressure
measurement, 0 0088 bar in the actual pressure measurement, and 0 013 m/s in the

fluid velocity measurement

Reviewing the pressure drop data from both the compressed and uncompressed

foams, it becomes apparent that the flow through open cell metal foams deviates

from Darcy's law flow behavior, î e the pressure drop across the foam is a quadratic
function of the flow velocity It is of interest to compare the effects of compression
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on the permeability and form coefficient for each foam block, which are tabulated in

Table 4.2. As seen in Figure 4.7, the compression has a profound effect on the

pressure drop behavior of a compressed foam. Both foam sample series which were

95% and 92% porous before compression showed similar flow behavior with respect
to the changes in the compression factor. For the 95% original porosity series,

increasing the compression factor from two to four reduced the permeability from

44.4 x 10"10 m2 to 19.7 x 10"10 m2, or a relative reduction of 55.6%. Increasing the

compression factor from two to six reduced the permeability to 5.25 x 10 m
,

which is a reduction of 88.2%. For the last compressed foam block which was

originally 95% porous, increasing the compression factor from two to eight reduced
the permeability to 2.46 x 10"10 m2, which is a significant reduction of 94.4%. The

changes in permeability are concisely tabulated in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Decreases in permeability [%].

Compression Factor Foam Series

M 95 92

2 to 3 37 3

2 to 4 55 6 62 1

2 to 5 78 0

2 to 6 88 2 89 4

2 to 8 94 4

The other series of compressed foam blocks which where 92% porous before

compression showed approximately the same sensitivity between the compression
factor and the change in permeability. The first sample, which was compressed by a

factor of two, had a measured permeability of 36.7 x 10 m . Increasing the

compression factor from two to three reduced the permeability to 23.0 x 10 m
,
a

reduction of 37.3%. Continuing from a compression factor of two to four, the

permeability is reduced to 13.9 x 10"10 m2, a reduction of 62.1%. This 62.1%

reduction in the compressed foam permeability between a compression factor from

two to four is compared with the change in permeability of the 95% porous series

between the compression factors of two and four, which is similar at 55.6%.

Increasing the compression factor from two to five with the 92% original porosity
foam decreased the permeability to 8.07 x 10"10 m

,
a decrease of 78.0%. The

highest compression ratio for the 92% foam series which was tested was six. The

permeability at this level of compression was only 3.88 x 10"10 m2, which is a

reduction of 89.4% when compared to the permeability of the foam of the same

initial porosity but with a compression factor of two.

Figure 4.8 shows a plot of the permeability based on the measured porosity of the

compressed metal foam samples. There is no difference made in the plotting of data

points between foams of 95% and 92% pre-compression porosity; all are placed on
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the same scale by their measured porosity in compressed form. In Figure 4.8, the data

plot a rather smooth curve. However, the dependence of the permeability on porosity
becomes steeper at higher values of porosity. At the low end of the tested porosity

range, foam 95-08, with a measured porosity of 60.8%, had a calculated permeability
of 2.46 x 10 m . Comparing this to the next foam, 92-06, which had a measured

porosity of 66.9%, the permeability increased to 3.88 x 10"10 m2. An increase in

porosity of 6.1% caused an increase in the permeability of 58%. This change in

porosity and its associated change in permeability are contrasted to the difference

between the two foams which had a compression factor of only two, namely 95-02

and 92-02. The foam 92-02 had a measured porosity of 87.4% and a permeability of

36.7 x 10"10 m2. Increasing the porosity by a mere 0.8% to 88.6%, as characterized

by foam 95-02, caused the permeability to increase to 44.4 x 10"10 m
,
an increase

of 21%.
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Figure 4.8: The permeabilities of compressed foams are plotted against the values

of the measured porosity. The uncertainty values for the permeabilities are given in

Table 4.2, and the uncertainty value of the measured porosity is estimated at a

conservative 3%.

The form coefficient also varied with the compression of the metal foam blocks and

the differing pre-compression porosities, ultimately being controlled by the porosity
of the compressed metal foam. The form coefficient of the foams increased

monotonically with decreasing porosity, with only one exception. Foam 95-02 was

the most porous foam tested with a measured porosity of 88.2% and a form

coefficient of 1168 m
.
Foam 92-02, which was the second most porous compressed

foam tested (87.4%) had a slightly lower form coefficient of 1142 m"
. However,
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considering the calculated uncertainty of the form coefficients at 3.5%-3.6%, these

two values of 1168 m and 1142 m overlap, thus giving reasonable answers when

considering the monotonie increase of the form coefficient with decreasing porosity.

Uncompressed Foam

Figure 4.9 shows the pressure drop data and associated fitted curves against the flow

velocity for the uncompressed foam blocks. The left-hand ordinate gives the length-
normalized pressure drop, and the right-hand ordinate is the scale of the measured

pressure drop values across the 80 mm-long foam block. The flowrate varied from

1.001/min. to 11.221/min. (0.036 m/s to 0.410 m/s flow velocity) for the

uncompressed foam blocks. Table 4.2 lists the permeability, form coefficient, and

their respective uncertainties. The A and B coefficients used in the curve fitting are

also listed.
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Figure 4.9: pressure drop versus fluid flow velocity for the three uncompressed
metal foams. The experimental uncertainty values are 0.0125 bar/m in the length-
normalized pressure measurement, 0.001 bar in the actual pressure measurement,
and 0 004 m/s in the fluid flow velocity measurement.

The three aluminum foam blocks which were tested were of nearly the same porosity

(within 0.8%). The only difference between the samples was the average pore

diameter. Referring to Table 4.1, the porosities of these uncompressed aluminum

foam blocks ranged from 92.0% to 92.8%, and the pore diameter varied from an

average of 2.3 mm to 6.9 mm. The difference in pore diameter appeared to
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dramatically affect the permeability and form coefficient of the foams. Decreasing
the pore diameter decreased the permeability and increased the form coefficient. The

10 PPI foam, which had a pore size of 6.9 mm, generated the least flow resistance

with a permeability of 3529 x 10"10 m2 and a form coefficient of 120 m"1. In contrast,

the 40 PPI foam with a pore size of 2.3 mm, had the greatest flow resistance with a

permeability of 712 x 10 m and a form coefficient of 362 m"1. The increase in

flow resistance directly relates to the "effective surface length" as explained by Lage

(Lage 1998), which relates an increase in drag to the increase in the specific surface

area. This increase in specific surface area is brought about by decreasing, or scaling
down, the foam while holding the porosity constant.

Transition from linear Darcy Regime

An important outcome of this study is the ability to determine when the pressure drop
across a metal foam leaves the linear Darcy regime and enters the form dominated

pressure drop regime, characterized by the addition of the quadratic term to the linear

Darcy's law (Eq. (4.1)). Making the substitution of Eq. (4.4) and Eq. (4.5) into

Eq. (4.6) and rearranging it into the following form gives a graphical means by
which the linear and non-linear flow regimes can be separated.

j?j = A + BU (4.11)

The data from the pressure drop experiments on the uncompressed foam were plotted
in Figure 4.10 according to Eq. (4.11) against the fluid flow speed. Figure 4.10 is

separated into parts (a), (b), and (c) depending on the pore diameter as labeled by the

foam manufacturer as 10 PPI, 20 PPI, and 40 PPI. In Table 4.1, these labels

correspond to average pore diameters of 6.9 mm, 3.6 mm, and 2.3 mm, respectively.
The discrete data points in Figure 4.10 are the experimentally obtained data points,
and the lines which are shown passing through the points are the second order curves

fitted to the pressure drop data points using the curve-fitting technique described by

Eq. (4.3)-Eq. (4.6).
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Figure 4.10
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Figure 4.10: (a) The quantity (AplLU) for the 10 PPI foam (6.9 mm pore diameter) is

plotted to show the pressure drop deviation from Darcy's law at fluid flow velocities

greater than 0.101 m/s. The discrete points represent the experimental data, and the

straight line is the corresponding quadratic curve fit. (b) The quantity (AplLU) for the

20 PPI foam (3.6 mm pore diameter) is plotted to show the pressure drop deviation

from Darcy's law at fluid flow velocities greater than 0.110 m/s. The discrete points
represent the experimental data, and the straight line is the corresponding curve fit.

(c) The quantity (AplLU) for the 40 PPI foam (2.3 mm pore diameter) is plotted to

show the pressure drop deviation from Darcy's law at fluid flow velocities greater
than 0.074 m/s. The discrete points represent the experimental data, and the straight
line is the corresponding quadratic curve fit.

As expected from a quadratic relationship when the coefficients A and B of

Eq. (4.11) are constant, the plotted line has a slope of B and ay-intercept of A. When

B is equal to zero, the line is horizontal. This horizontal region describes the pressure

drop region where the form constant (C) is zero and the pressure drop is governed

entirely by Darcy's law. These two regimes are seen by the discrete experimental

points plotted in Figure 4.10. In Figure 4.10, the experimental points form a

horizontal line in the Darcian flow regime where the flow speeds are less than

0.101 m/s, 0.110 m/s, and 0.074 m/s, respectively. At flow velocities greater than

these transitional flow velocity values, the experimental data points turn onto the

curve-fitted line with a non-zero slope of B, which by Eq. (4.5), is the product of the

fluid density (p) and the form coefficient (C).

The question arises as to which parameter best describes the transition ofthe pressure

drop from a linear to quadratic curve. A factor commonly used to determine the

transition between flow regimes is the Reynolds number, which can be described in

J I L
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three different ways in the area of open cell metal foams. The first method relates the

Reynolds number to the square root of the permeability (K).

Re =
PJLll

(4.12)

However, the value for K may be calculated by two different methods. One method

uses the pressure drop data points from a zero flow velocity value up to and including
the velocity at which the transition to the quadratic regime takes place. The second

method uses a larger flow velocity range which encompasses the transitional flow

velocity by a subjective amount.

The third method bases the Reynolds number on the average pore diameter. In this

method, the permeability (K) in Eq. (4.12) is replaced by the average pore diameter

of the respective uncompressed open cell aluminum foam, as tabulated in Table 4.1.

pUd
Rep =

p- (4.13)
P u.

Table 4.4 gives the Reynolds numbers at the transitional flow velocities using these

three methods as described above. Using the permeability based on a maximum flow

velocity which equals the transitional flow velocity (limited range), the flows for the

three open cell aluminum foams entered the quadratic pressure drop relationship at

Re values of 26.5,22.3, and 14.2 for the 10 PPI, 20 PPI, and 40 PPI aluminum foams,

respectively. These Re values correspond to fluid flow velocities of 0.101 m/s,

0.110 m/s, and 0.074 m/s. These velocities are contrasted to the maximum flow

velocity tested, 0.410 m/s. This maximum velocity was used in the second method

(full range) and generated a larger spread of transitional Re of 62.4, 37.8, and 20.5

for the 10 PPI, 20 PPI, and 40 PPI foams, respectively. Using the third and final

method of relating the Re to the average pore diameter gave the widest range of

transitional Re of 725,412, and 177 for the 10 PPI, 20 PPI, and 40 PPI metal foams,

respectively.

Table 4.4: Transitional Reynolds number in uncompressed aluminum foams.

Foam dp [mm] u,r.»s,„„„ [m/s] Ren (limited) RcK(full) Rep
lUPPl

20 PPI

40 PPI

69

36

23

0 101

0 110

0 074

26 5

22 3

14 2

62 4

37 8

20 5

725

412

177

Even though each method produces transitional Re within its respective order of

magnitude, the best approach from these data is first method, which uses the
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permeability calculated at the transitional flow velocity. This method provides the

narrowest transitional Re number range (~ O(10)) with an easily calculable scheme.

The only drawback is that one must perform experiments just beyond the transition

point in order to witness the deviation of the (Ap/(LU) ) plot.

Permeability and Form Coefficient Flowrate Dependence

Previous works which investigated the hydraulic characteristics of highly porous

media found that values for the permeability and form coefficient of the porous

medium depend upon the flow velocity range over which they are calculated

(Antohe, Lage et al. 1997). The permeability and form coefficient were calculated

for each compressed and uncompressed foam by varying the flow velocity range

over which the terms were calculated to investigate this dependence. For the

compressed foam samples, each calculation used the range of flow velocities from

the common minimum, 0.010 m/s, to varying maxima at which the data points are

plotted. Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 plot the permeability and form coefficient

against the fluid flow velocity for the compressed foams, beginning at 0.010 m/s and

continuing to 1.042 m/s.
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Figure 4.11: Plot of the permeability (K) for the compressed aluminum foam blocks

using a maximum flow velocity which corresponds to the velocity value at which the

lvalue is plotted.

Looking at the permeabilities plotted against the fluid flow velocity for the

compressed foam blocks in Figure 4.11, it becomes immediately apparent that the

range over which the permeability is calculated affects its value. The relatively flat

region of the permeability located near the low end of the range marks the linear
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pressure drop flow regime where Darcy's law holds. The value of the permeability
reaches a maximum at a value of the flow velocity of approximately 0.2 m/s. For

example, at this flow velocity, foam 95-02 has a peak permeability value of

175 x 10 m .
After this peak, all permeabilities decrease and level off to their

respective values which are tabulated in Table 4.2 and were obtained using the entire

flowrate range tested (up to 1.042 m/s fluid flow velocity). A possible explanation
for this peak and the following decrease in value may be offered by the least-squares

method of calculating the permeability-based Reynolds number, ReK. Forcing a

curve fit onto data points which are comparably weighted in both the linear and

quadratic regimes caused this peak to arise in the region of the transition points.
When more points are accumulated in the quadratic region, i.e. as the fluid flow

velocity continues to increase after the transition point, the majority of the curve-

fitting points in the quadratic region then dominate and the permeability converges

to its ultimate value.

The behavior of the form coefficients of the compressed foam samples in Figure 4.12

mimicked the behavior of the changes in permeability in Figure 4.11, which showed

a trend of rising values until peaking at a fluid flow velocity of approx. 0.2 m/s. After

this peak, the form coefficients of all foam blocks converged in a monotonie fashion

to their respective values which were obtained by using the entire flowrate range (up

to 1.042 m/s). These form coefficient values obtained from the calculation over the

entire flowrate range are given in Table 4.2. This behavior in the lower flow velocity

range may be explained by the same reasoning for the initial rise in the permeability,
i.e. the flow is passing through the transition point into the quadratic dominated flow

regime. Forcing a curve fit onto the data points which are comparably weighted in

both the linear and quadratic regimes caused these peaks to develop around the

transition points.
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Figure 4.12: Plot of the form coefficient, C, for the compressed aluminum foam

blocks using a maximum flow velocity which corresponds to the velocity value at

which the C value is plotted.

The same permeability and form coefficient calculation process was used for the data

sets of the uncompressed foam blocks. However, the flow rates spanned from

1.000 1/min. to 11.220 1/min., which corresponded to Darcian flow velocities from

0.037 m/s to 0.410 m/s. The permeability, which is plotted at the lowest flow

velocity (0.037 m/s), is based only on that single data point. The rest of the calculated

permeabilities include all data points between the lowest flow velocity of 0.037 m/s

and up to and including the flow velocity at which the respective permeability value

is plotted. Figure 4.13 plots the permeability based on an increasing maximum fluid

flow speed. The permeabilities of the three uncompressed foams are nearly constant

in the lower fluid flow speed range, up to the flow speed of approximately 0.1 m/s,

which was previously explained as being the range in which the fluid enters the

quadratic pressure drop regime. The values of the permeability for the 20 PPI and

40 PPI foams peak at a fluid flow velocity of approximately 0.2 m/s, and then decline

and remain somewhat steady for the rest of the flow speed range tested, up to

0.410 m/s. This behavior resembles the behavior of the compressed metal foams, as

seen in Figure 4.11, and indicates that the quadratic curve fits well to the data. The

permeability of the 10 PPI foam, however, continued to rise after the transitional

fluid flow velocity of 0.101 m/s, ultimately peaking just short of the maximum fluid

flow speed tested for the uncompressed foams at 0.410 m/s.
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Figure 4.13: Plot of the permeability (K) for the uncompressed aluminum foam

blocks using a maximum flow velocity which corresponds to the velocity value at

which the lvalue is plotted.

Figure 4.14 plots the form coefficients for the three uncompressed foams. The values

of the form coefficient of all three foams start at a value of nearly zero and then

increase up to a fluid flow velocity of approximately 0.2 m/s. Here the form

coefficients obtain a maximum value and remain constant for the rest of the fluid

flow speed tested, up to 0.410 m/s. As previously explained, decreasing the pore

diameter consistently increased the flow resistance, and this change was also

reflected in the changing form coefficients. The 10 PPI foam, which had the largest

pore diameter of 6.9 mm and the smallest specific surface area of 820 m /m
,
also

had consistently the lowest form coefficient, with an ultimate value of 120 m"
.
The

40 PPI foam, which had the smallest pore diameter of 2.3 mm and the largest specific
surface area of 2700 m2/m3, consistently generated the largest form coefficient, with

an ultimate form coefficient value of 362 m"1. This behavior was already witnessed

in the discussion of Figure 4.9, whereby increasing the surface area increased the

total drag. The steadiness of the form coefficient beyond the fluid flow speed range

of approximately 0.22 m/s indicates a good quadratic curve-fit to the data and

validates the use of the quadratic pressure drop relation, Eq. (4.3), as long as the flow

rate range used in the calculation extends beyond the transition point.
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Figure 4.14: Plot of the form coefficient (C) for the uncompressed aluminum foam

blocks using a maximum flow velocity which corresponds to the velocity value at

which the C value is plotted.

Uncertainty Analysis

The uncertainties generated by the least-squares curve fit are given by the general
formula for error propagation (Taylor 1997) applied to the least-squares curve fit

equations, Eq. (4.7) and Eq. (4.8), which yields the following equations for the

uncertainty of the A and B coefficients of Eq. (4.6).

AA

h = 1

!(>.
i = i

(4.14)

(4.15)

Each i term represents a single data pair (flow velocity and length-normalized

pressure). The corresponding partial derivatives of Eq. (4.7) and Eq. (4.8) were

calculated and inserted into Eq. (4.14) and Eq. (4.15) in order to obtain AA and Aß.

Backsolving A for AT in Eq. (4.4) yields the uncertainty for the permeability.

Assuming zero uncertainty for the dynamic viscosity gives the following

relationship:
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aK = ^p x 700 (4.16)

The uncertainty of the form coefficient is given by backsolving Eq. (4.5) and

applying the same error propagation technique as in Eq. (4.14) and Eq. (4.15).

Assuming zero uncertainty in the density term gives the uncertainty of the form

coefficient as

or = ^ x 100 (4.17)
u B

The uncertainties of the permeabilities and the form coefficients are tabulated in

Table 4.2.

43.2 Conclusion

Open cell metal foams were experimentally tested to evaluate their hydraulic
characteristics using water. The experimental matrix of metal foams consisted of

open cell aluminum foams of various porosities and pore diameters in both

compressed and uncompressed form. The characterization procedure involved

solving for two terms, the permeability and the form coefficient. These two factors

accurately described the pressure drop vs. flow velocity behavior in porous media in

general and were shown to be applicable to high porosity metal foams. From these

experiments and the reduction of the data, several conclusions can be drawn.

1. The structural differences in the pre-compressed form between the originally
95% and 92% metal foams did not have a noticeable effect on the permeability.
When comparing compressed foams with varying degrees of compression and

initial porosities, the post-compression porosity governs the permeability and

the resulting pressure drop.

2. Similar compression factors had similarly weighted effects on both foams with

95% and 92% pre-compression porosity. Increasing the compression factor

decreased the permeability of the foam by regular, incremental amounts, which

were nearly equal for each of the two foam series.

3. The permeability of the compressed foams became more sensitive to changes in

the porosity as the porosity increased.
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4 Holding the porosity constant and decreasing the pore diameter increased the

flow resistance in the uncompressed metal foams by reducing the permeability
and increasing the form coefficient This increase is attributed to the higher

specific surface area generated by the smaller pore size

5 The transition regime between the linear Darcy regime and the well defined

quadratic flow regime for all metal foams tested occurred in a ReK range

between unity and 26 5 based on the calculation of the permeability and form

coefficient in this range

6 The narrowest range of transitional ReK was obtained when the permeability was

calculated using a flowrate range from zero to the flow velocity at which the

transition occurred

7 Using different flow velocity regimes resulted in various permeability and form

coefficient values Whenever the permeability and the associated form

coefficient for a high porosity porous medium are stated, the flow velocity range

over which these terms are calculated must also be specified for accuracy

4.4 Heat Transfer Results and Discussion

4.4.1 Pressure Drop

The amount of work required to pump the coolant through a heat exchanger is a

critical heat exchanger design parameter In the work by Boomsma and Poulikakos

(Boomsma and Poulikakos 2002) the open cell metal foams which comprised the in¬

flow component of the heat exchangers in this study were tested for their hydraulic
characteristics The parameters used to describe the pressure drop charactenstics of

the foam heat exchangers are the permeability (K) and the form coefficient (C) which

are defined in Eq (4 3) The metal foam configurations used in this heat transfer

study were produced under conditions identical to those used for the foams in the

hydraulic characterization study of open cell metal foams conducted by Boomsma

and Poulikakos (Boomsma and Poulikakos 2002) However, in assembling the heat

exchangers, some of the aluminum brazing material which attaches the foam to the

heat spreader plate partially filled the pores at the interface which reduced the

effective cross-sectional area of the heat exchanger and increased the flow resistance

of the metal foam heat exchangers when compared to the results of the similar,

unbrazed foams in (Boomsma and Poulikakos 2002)
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The assembled heat exchangers were tested anew for their hydraulic characteristics

and the results of the pressure drop tests were plotted graphically in Figure 4.15. The

left-hand ordinate is given in length-normalized units of [bar/m] based on the

40.0 mm length of the heat exchangers, and the right-hand ordinate is the actual

pressure drop measured in the experiments, and is given in the units of [bar]. As

expected, those foams which possess the highest solid fraction (lowest e) as seen in

Table 4.1 generated the largest pressure drop. These were led by the two most

compressed foams, 95-06 and 95-08, with foam 92-06 generating nearly the same

pressure drop. The foam which produced the lowest pressure drop was foam 95-02,

which was also the most porous of the samples (highest e).
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Figure 4.15: pressure drop curves for the metal foam heat exchangers plotted on a

length-normalized (ApIL) and actual pressure scale (Ap) against the Darcian flow

velocity (U).

The hydraulic characteristics of the brazed foams were calculated by using a least-

squares curve fitting approach as described in (Antohe, Lage et al. 1997; Boomsma

and Poulikakos 2002) to solve for the K and C in Eq. (4.3). These permeability and

form coefficient values were compared to the values obtained in (Boomsma and

Poulikakos 2002), which used the same aluminum foam configurations, but without

any brazing material. Table 4.5 compares the permeability and the form coefficients

between the assembled heat exchangers and the unbrazed foam blocks. Almost every

assembled heat exchanger showed an increase in the flow resistance compared to its

unbrazed counterpart due to the presence of the brazing material in the pores of the

open cell metal foam at the brazing interface. Foams 95-08 and 92-06 showed a

slight decrease in the flow resistance when compared to their unbrazed counterparts,

but when the associated uncertainty of 12% in the permeability is considered, the
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flow resistance may have increased slightly, or remained nearly the same. With the

other aluminum foam heat exchangers, the amount of the increase of the flow

resistance was not consistent, and the change in the flow restriction apparently

depends upon the non-standard individual production process of each heat

exchanger.

Table 4.5: Flow resistance comparison.

Unbrazed Brazed Heat Exchanger

Foam K[1010m2] C[m>] K[10,0m2] C[m']

95-02 44 4 1168 34 4 1276

95-04 197 2707 6 87 2957

95-06 5 25 4728 3 16 5066

95-08 2 46 8701 2 52 4731

92-02 36 7 1142 30 8 1472

92-03 23 0 1785 8 26 2820

92-06 3 88 5518 3 95 3399

For a more general base of comparison, the hydraulic characteristics of the heat

exchangers can be viewed using non-dimensional flow factors. One of which is the

Reynolds number (Re) as defined for porous media in (Kaviany 1995). For a degree
of uniformity in the field of porous media, the characteristic length used in the Re is

replaced by the square root of the permeability (K) as shown in Eq. (4.2).

The other commonly used non-dimensional flow-describing factor is the Fanning
friction factor (/) which is given in Eq. (4.18). This provides information concerning
the required pressure drop (Ap) across a heat exchanger and comes into use when the

heat transfer performance-to-cost performance is considered.

/ =

Ap

WyA 2

(4.18)

In Eq. (4.18), the hydraulic diameter (dhycj) is described by Eq. (4.19).

4A„.

hyd
(4.19)

with ACi being the cross-sectional area of the flow channel (40.0 mm x 2.0 mm =)

80.0 mm2, and P being the wetted perimeter of the flow channel, which measured
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((40.0 mm + 2.0 mm) x 2 =) 84.0 mm. Figure 4.16 plots the friction factor (/) of

Eq. (4.18) against the Re, as calculated in Eq. (4.2).

/ 10

Figure 4.16: The calculated friction factor (/) of the aluminum foam heat exchangers
based on Eq. (4.18) plotted against the Re as defined in Eq. (4.2).

4.4.2 Heat Exchanger Performance

A practical measure of the performance of a heat exchanging device is the

dimensionless Nusselt number (Nu) (Bejan 1995) as given in Eq. (4.20).

Nu =

hd
hyd qd,hyd

V
kfA
J t

AT
(4.20)

The coefficient h is the convection heat transfer coefficient which characterizes the

heat transfer between a solid and a fluid. The thermal conductivity of the coolant is

given as kr, and the flow of heat driven by a temperature difference of AT" is

represented as q. dnyd is the hydraulic diameter as given in Eq. (4.19). For uniformity
in comparing these results to the those from other investigations, the convection

surface area, Acon, was considered to be the interface area between the open cell

aluminum foam and the heat spreader plate (1600 mm2).

The temperature reference in Eq. (4.20) is an arbitrary variable, because the location

of the reference temperature positions is subjective. It was not possible to measure

the temperature of the aluminum foam directly reliably, so two small holes were

drilled 1 mm deep into the top surface of the 1.9 mm thick heat spreader plate on
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opposing sides of the copper heating block at a central location, giving a temperature

reference (TJ) that was independent of the quality of the soldering between the

heating element and the heat exchanger It gave a good measure of the average plate

temperature when compared to the temperature difference across the copper heater

block, which experienced a maximum temperature difference from approximately
18 °C at the lower coolant flow speed range to less than 1 °C at the upper end of the

coolant flow speed range (U > 1 0 m/s) The other reference temperature (Tcmiel)
was the temperature of the coolant at the channel entrance It was set to 22 °C and

did not vary more than ± 0 5 °C during the experimentation The following is the

final relation for AT used in Eq (4 20)

*T=Tpl-TC,nle, <421>

where Tpi is the temperature of the AlSiC heat spreader plate and Tc ln[et is the

temperature of the coolant at the inlet of the metal foam heat exchanger The heat

transfer rate (q) is defined by the following energy balance

q = mc(Tc, outlet-Tc,mlet) <4 22)

where m is the mass flow rate of the coolant passing through the heat exchanger, c

is the specific heat of the incompressible coolant, and Tt outlet is the coolant

temperature at the metal heat exchanger outlet The inlet and outlet coolant

temperatures (Tt m{et, Tc outiet) were measured at 1 5 cm before and after the heat

exchanger at the middle of the 2 mm channel height in order to accurately measure

the mean temperature of the stream The heat transfer rate which was evaluated with

Eq (4 22) was then back-checked with the measurement of the power deliver to the

heater cartridges to ensure that the mean temperature of the coolant stream was being
measured During the experiments, the difference between these two measurements

did not vary more than 5% With the substitution of Eq (4 21) and Eq (4 22) into

Eq (4 20), the Nu was calculated by the following expression from the experimental
data

N _

l^hyd
_

mC<^hyd^Tc, outlet
~ Tc, inlet'

^
~~.

kfAcon-Tpl
~ Tc, inlet* kfAcon^Tpl ~ T

c, inlet>

The Nusselt numbers for the open cell aluminum foam heat exchangers were

calculated at various coolant flow rates and plotted against the coolant flow speed in

Figure 4 17 The bare AlSiC heat spreader plate is also included in this comparison,

and is labeled as "plate" in Figure 4 17
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Figure 4.17: The heat convection quantifying Nu as calculated in Eq. (4.20) plotted
against the open channel flow velocity (U).

All Nusselt numbers began at zero for a zero coolant flow velocity and increased

monotonically with increasing coolant velocity. In the lower coolant flow velocity

range, up to 0.729 m/s, the aluminum foam heat exchanger 92-06 achieved the

largest Nu values. At the coolant flow velocity value of 0.729 m/s, the Nu of foam

95-04 surpassed that of foam 92-06, and then continued for a maximum Nu of 134.6

at a coolant flow velocity of 1.33 m/s. The foams with the lowest Nu values were the

two most porous foams, 92-02 and 95-02, as seen by the comparison between

Figure 4.17 and Table 4.1, in which the porosities of the unbrazed metal foam used

for the heat exchangers are given. The Nu values of the remaining three aluminum

foam heat exchangers, 92-03,95-06, and 95-08, were nearly identical, except in the

coolant velocity range under 0.50 m/s, where foam 95-08 had consistently a lower

Nu value than the other two foams, 92-03 and 95-06.

Heat exchangers are commonly characterized by the Colburnj factor, which gives a

heat transfer performance estimate comparing the convection coefficient to the

required flow velocity of a heat exchanger. This relationship is based on the

measured convection coefficient (h), the necessary velocity of the coolant in order to

achieve the corresponding convection coefficient (U), and the fluid's mechanical and

thermal properties, as described by the density (p), specific heat (c), kinematic

viscosity (v = u,-p" ), and the fluid thermal diffusivity (a = k-p -c ). The Colburn ;

factor is given in Eq. (4.24).
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h iv

pcU\a,
(4.24)

Figure 4.18 plots the Colburny factor against the Re, as defined in Eq. (4.2) and done

in the work by Kays and London (Kays and London 1984), which has become one

of the standard methods for reporting the performance of heat exchanging devices.

Note that the bare plate is not included on this graph because the Re in a clear channel

is calculated in a manner different from the metal foam experiments. The

characteristic length in the Re of a clear channel is related to the hydraulic diameter

(dfjyj), while in a porous medium, the characteristic length is derived from the

permeability (K). Therefore, the comparison of the Reynolds numbers between the

two situations has limited meaning.

J 015

A 95-02

95-04

T 95-06

• 95-08

Ù 92-02

O 92-03

+ 92-06

"'-•i iiir

Re

Figure 4.18: The commonly used heat exchanger characterization parameter, the

Colbumy factor of Eq. (4.24) plotted against the Re as defined in Eq. (4.2).

Pumping Power Considerations

In any heat exchanger design, the heat convection performance of the heat exchanger

must be weighed against the power required to operate the system, which is the

pumping power in this configuration. The required pumping power was calculated

for the aluminum foam heat exchangers at various coolant flow velocities according

to Eq. (4.25).

W = ApQ (4.25)
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In Eq (4 25), W is the pumping power, Ap is the pressure drop across the aluminum

foam heat exchanger, and Q is the volumetric flow rate of the coolant passing

through the heat exchanger

In addition to the Nu and the Colburn^/ factor, a common means to measure the heat

convection effectiveness is the thermal resistance The lower the thermal resistance

is, the easier the heat flows through the heat exchanger The common definition (Rth)
for the thermal resistance in a heat convection arrangement is given in Eq (4 26)

Rth = — = (Jpl~Tc'"ïe'—ï <426>
1 mc{-1

c, outlet
~ l

c, inlet'

Note that the calculation of the heat rate (q) requires only knowledge of the coolant

temperature difference (Tcoutlet - Tcm[et), the coolant mass flow rate m, and the

specific heat of the incompressible coolant (c) The measured value of the power

delivered to the heating cartndges via the oscilloscope was used only as a back-check

for reasonable figures obtained by measuring the temperature difference of the

coolant across the heat exchanger, and not in the heat exchanger performance
calculations Measuring the power delivered to the heating cartridges via an

oscilloscope also provided a means by which the losses to the environment were

measured During the experiments, the power losses to the environment did not

exceed 5%

The thermal resistances were calculated for the aluminum foam heat exchangers at

various coolant flow velocities and were plotted in Figure 4 19 against the required

pumping power as defined in Eq (4 25) Figure 4 19 also includes the bare AlSiC

plate for comparison Figure 4 19(a) is a convenient log plot of the data for a general
overview In the corresponding plot of the same data in Figure 4 19(b) on a linear

scale, the optimal design is that which minimizes the distance from the plot to the

origin of the plot (negligible pumping power ant thermal resistance) This point was

obtained by foam 92-06, with a thermal resistance of 8 00 K/kW and a required

pumping power of 1 29 W at a coolant flow velocity of 0 356 m/s The two other

foams which also rated well in this performance to efficiency comparison were

foams 95-04 and 92-03 The worst performance by a metal foam heat exchanger was

generated by 95-08, which did not even fit into the scale of Figure 4 19(b) The bare

plate had the overall highest average thermal resistance, as expected It did, however,

have a consistently low pumping power requirement Comparing the bare plate

against two foams at a relatively high thermal resistance of 50 K/kW, namely foams

95-02 and 92 02, the plate required a pumping power which was 10 times greater

than that required by the two aforementioned foams
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Figure 4.19: (a) Plot of the required pumping power curves as defined in Eq. (4.25)
against the corresponding thermal resistances (R,h) as calculated in Eq. (4.26). (b)
Close-up view of the pumping power vs. thermal resistance plot of Figure 4.19(a)

showing foam 92-06 best approaching the ideal zero-approaching value for both the

pumping power and thermal resistance.

Heat Exchanger Comparison

To evaluate their practicality as heat exchangers in industrial applications, the results

of the heat transfer experiments performed on the aluminum foam heat exchangers

were compared to test results from an internal investigation performed by Asea
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Brown Boveri (Tute 1998) on various heat exchangers. This evaluation was carried

out by comparing the required coolant pumping power against the thermal

resistance, with each value approaching zero for an optimal configuration. However,
since these readily available heat exchanger configurations were tested with a 50%

water-ethylene glycol solution (which is commonly used in cooling devices for its

resistance to freezing and corrosion protection), the aluminum foam heat exchanger

experiments had to be scaled to account for the higher viscosity and lower thermal

capacitance of the 50% water-ethylene glycol solution. The relevant physical

properties of water and the 50% ethylene glycol-water coolant are listed in Table 4.6.

Table 4.6: Coolant properties at 300 K.

Property Thermal Conductivity Dynamic Viscosity Specific Heat

Density [kg m3] [Wm'K'] [Nsm2] [kj kg
'
K ']

Coolant P k 103 (j, 10' c

water 997 613 0 86 4179

50% water-ethylene: glycol 1034 420 3 19 3302

Secondly, the experiments reported in (Tute 1998) were conducted on a cooling

system which consisted of eight individual heat exchangers, each of which had an

effective convection area of 1530 mm
. Therefore, the pumping power and thermal

resistance results reported in Figure 4.19 had to be further adjusted in order to

estimate the performance of a heat exchanger array consisting of eight individual

metal foam heat exchangers, each of which having an effective surface area of

1600 mm
.
To make these coolant and configuration adjustments, an approach based

on the following assumptions was used to scale the performance of aluminum foam

heat exchangers as if they were tested with a 50% water-ethylene glycol solution in

an array of eight individual heat exchangers.

1. The heat rate (q) for all varying flow conditions remained unchanged from the

water experiments to the 50% water-ethylene glycol experiments.

2. The operating temperatures measured in the water experiments remained

unchanged. This included the coolant inlet, coolant outlet, and the average plate

temperature. The use of these three temperature values resulted in retaining the

thermal resistance (Rtn) that was generated in the experiments done with water,

according to Eq. (4.26).

3. The volumetric flow rate of 50% water-ethylene glycol solution was adjusted in

proportion to its lower heat capacitance value and its higher density to maintain

the same heat transfer rate achieved in the experiments conducted with water.

The specific heat value and density of the 50% water-ethylene glycol are
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3302 kJ-kg^-K"1 and 1034 kg/m at 300 K, respectively (Tute 1998), while these

corresponding values for water at the same temperature are 4179 kJ-kg" -K" and

997 kg/m3 (Incropera and DeWitt 1990). This adjustment required a 31% greater

volumetric flow rate (and flow velocity) of the 50% water-ethylene glycol
mixture in order to achieve the same cooling capacity under the first assumption.

4. To estimate the pressure drop across the aluminum foam heat exchangers using
the 50% water-ethylene glycol solution, the permeability (K) and form

coefficient (C) obtained from the pressure drop experimentation were used in

Eq. (4.3).

5. The required pumping power for a cooling unit of eight heat exchangers is

obtained by multiplying the required pumping power of an individual heat

exchanger by a factor of eight. No compensations were made for changes in

pressure at the inlet or outlet.

6. The thermal resistance of a cooling unit consisting of eight individual metal

foam heat exchangers was estimated by dividing the thermal resistance of a

single 1600 mm metal foam heat exchanger by a factor of eight.

Figure 4.20 plots the required pumping power (Eq. (4.25)) against the thermal

resistance defined in Eq. (4.26) for the various compressed aluminum foam heat

exchangers and the bare AlSiC plate as they would perform in an array of eight
individual heat exchangers. These results are overlaid onto the test results by ABB

(Tute 1998), in which three different heat exchanger configurations were considered.

These tested heat exchangers consisted of a brand name heat exchanger, a generic
flat plate heat exchanger with small protrusions to act as turbulence enhancers, and

a simple flat plate with a 0.2 mm channel height which resembled the flat AlSiC plate
in the experiments conducted with water. In the experiments done by ABB (Tute

1998), each individual heat exchanger had a convection surface area in contact with

the coolant measuring 34 mm in the length of the flow stream and 45 mm across,

which provided an overall convective area of 1530 mm2. This is compared to the

configuration of the experiments completed on the compressed aluminum foam heat

exchangers, which was 1600 mm, or 4.6% larger. The thermal resistances of the

commercially available heat exchanger configurations in (Tute 1998) were

calculated in a manner identical to Eq. (4.26), using the temperature of the heat-

spreader plate in both sets of experiments.
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Figure 4.20: Plot of the predicted pumping power vs. thermal resistance for the
compressed aluminum foam heat exchangers when using a 50% water-ethylene
glycol coolant. These results are compared to the results of test on three
commercially available heat exchanger configurations as reported in (Tute 1998).

Several observations can be made by scaling the water experiments to using the 50%

water-ethylene glycol solution. Comparing the compressed aluminum foam heat

exchangers in Figure 4.20, it is clear that they generated an Rtn that was lower than
the best heat exchanger tested by ABB (Tute 1998) by a factor of nearly two. Another
relevant observation is the preservation of the order of the pumping power curves of

the various compressed aluminum foam heat exchangers. This means that the

relative performance of the heat exchangers with the 50% water-ethylene glycol
solution can be well evaluated by using water. The only exception was the flat AlSiC

plate. Due to its high permeability (K) and correspondingly low form coefficient (C),
the pumping power requirement for the AlSiC plate increased by a

disproportionately smaller factor than the compressed aluminum foam heat

exchangers, and in Figure 4.20, the performance of the AlSiC plate surpassed that of
the worst performing compressed aluminum foam heat exchanger, 95-08, due to the

relatively large flow resistance of the metal foam.

4.5 Conclusion

Open cell aluminum foams were compressed by various factors and then fashioned
into heat exchangers intended for cooling applications which dissipate high amounts

of heat. Various common heat exchanger evaluation methods were applied to the
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data assembled from the extensive heat transfer experiments, which included the

hydraulic characterization, the heat transfer performance, and study to determine the

most efficient metal foam heat exchanger configuration for a particular heat transfer

configuration. It was seen that the compressed aluminum foams performed well not

only in the heat transfer enhancement, but also made a significant improvement in

the performance efficiency over several commercially available heat exchangers
which operate under nearly identical conditions. The metal foam heat exchangers
decreased the thermal resistance by nearly half when compared to currently used

heat exchangers which are designed for the same application.
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Chapter 5

Numerical Simulations

5.1 Introduction

As shown in the previous chapters, open cell metal foams perform well in forced

convection heat transfer applications in addition to their wide variety of other uses

as elaborated in Chapter 1. Having such a material with great potential for heat

exchanger applications leads to the desire for a suitable model to optimize the foam

configurations.

In the past there have been several approaches taken to model the fluid flow and heat

transfer through porous media, whether analytically or numerically. These models

progressed beginning with the regularly packed beds of spheres, then to more porous

fibrous media, and finally to open cell metal foams. Modeling the fluid flow through
the foam is significantly more difficult than solving the flow through packed beds of

spheres due to the foam's more complicated geometry and the higher porosity of the

foam. Both of these factors may contribute to more complicated flow patterns within

the medium. However, many of the existing analytical and numerical models have

been adapted in order to describe the fluid flow and the heat transfer within open cell

metal foams with limited success.

5.1.1 Previous Numerical Approaches

Just as there exists a wide variety of porous media, so exists the number of analytical
and numerical models that attempt to describe the flow and heat transfer through
these porous media. The first of which is the Darcy law (Section 2.3), which was the

first mathematical description of the pressure to flow velocity relationship in a

porous medium based on experimental observations. Since then, various volume

averaging approaches have been used to predict the flow and heat transfer behavior
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through various porous media, primarily in granular media (Section 2.2). These

types of volume averaging approaches work under several conditions.

1. The Reynolds number as defined by Eq. (2.36) and Eq. (2.37) of the flow is not

very large 0(100). This requires that the flow is not relatively fast and that the

porosity of the medium is not very high (30% < e < 50%).

2. The no-slip boundary condition at an interface wall where the heat is added to

the fluid-saturated porous medium is not considered.

3. The porosity of the medium is uniform, therefore, the wall effects on the

porosity as described in (Mehta and Hawley 1969) generated by the container of

a packed bed of spheres is neglected.

Good examples of volume averaged fluid flow and heat convection models which

are based on volume averaging of porous media in this fashion are those by Vafai

and Tien (Vafai and Tien 1984), Vafai et al. (Vafai, Alkire et al. 1985), Vafai (Vafai

1984), and Poulikakos and Renken (Poulikakos and Renken 1987), just to name a

few. However, when considering the previously made restrictions on these models,
the conditions which exist in open cell metal foams go beyond these limitations made

for these volume averaging models targeted towards packed beds of granular media.

The Reynolds number in foams is often much higher than that reached in packed
beds of granular media because the foam is typically much more porous

(50% < e < 98%). Plus, the form of the foam structure is also quite different than that

of the spheres or densely packed granular media, which may cause unexpected flow

patterns to develop and may alter the predictions of a model which was based on

granular media.

These issues can be overcome by taking a new approach to viewing the highly porous

open cell metal foam medium and attempting to recreate the geometry by defining a

representative elementary volume (REV) that captures the intricate details of the

foam structure. A similar approach has been taken by du Plessis et al. (du Plessis,

Montillet et al. 1994). In this work, they developed an REV which attempted to

capture the relevant characteristics of an open cell metal foam based on a set of

rectangular prisms. They then used the results of an analytical flow analysis on this

REV to solve the flow through an open cell foam on a larger scale with relatively

good results. This investigation was later improved by Diedericks and du Plessis

(Diedericks and du Plessis 1997) to include the development of a momentum

transport equation that was valid in both the linear and quadratic pressure drop

regimes in an open cell metal foam. From these results, it was seen that the flow
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through an REV could be reasonably well modeled by the flow around a system of

cylinders.

Lu et al. (Lu, Stone et al. 1998) took the approach of modeling the fluid flow through
open cell metal foams as a system of cylinders in their combined flow and heat

convection model. Known relations for both the fluid flow and convection

coefficient around a cylinder were employed in order to develop the numerical

model valid for an entire assembly of cylinders which defined a fibrous medium. The

numerical work was compared to experiments with reasonably good results, and it

additionally highlighted a detailed set of heat exchanger design parameters applied
to the reported numerical findings.

A direct application of a numerical flow and heat convection model to open cell

metal foams was performed by Lage et al. (Lage, Weinert et al. 1996). In this work

they report the results of a volume averaged numerical model used to predict the flow

and heat convection of a synthetic oil flowing through a large open cell metal foam

heat exchanger used to cool electronics which developed a large heat flux. In this

volume averaged model, however, it was assumed that the fluid and solid phases of

the system were in local thermal equilibrium (Section 2.4.2).

5.1.2 Detailed Cell Reproduction

As seen in the works done by Smit and du Plessis (Smit and du Plessis 1999),
Diedericks and du Plessis (Diedericks and du Plessis 1997), and du Plessis et al. (du
Plessis, Montillet et al. 1994), the cell reproduction approach does work, but at these

stages the cell representation by rectangular prisms was too coarse to capture the

required flow behavior induced by the complex geometry of the open cell metal

foam. However, with the rapid advances in computing power, taking the approach of

a detailed cell reproduction with a fine grid becomes more viable to simulate the fluid

flow and heat convection in an open cell metal foam. If the individual periodic cell

in an open cell metal foam consisting of a large periodic matrix could be accurately
modeled, the flow through the individual cell could be solved with periodic boundary
conditions, which would model the presence of the other identical cells around the

cell with the solved flow field.

After deciding to take the approach of a detailed cell reproduction, the next step is

recreating what is to be considered the most representative cell structure of an open
cell metal foam. Because the open cell metal foams that were used in the experiments
were manufactured following the DUOCEL production process (Section 1.3.2), the
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structure of the foam takes on the shape of a foamed polymer, and not a molten metal

that generates a closed cell foam which lacks an easily distinguishable cell geometry.
The polymer foam in the DUOCEL production process takes on a surface tension

dominated shape, which allows gravity to be neglected. This simplifies the cell

reproduction process when a surface minimization program is used, such as Surface

Evolver (Brakke 1992; Phelan, Weaire et al. 1995). Through the use of Surface

Evolver, the numerically optimized ideal shape of a foam can be reproduced and then

meshed for importation into a flow solver with periodic boundary conditions and a

prescribed mass flow rate in the longitudinal direction. The pressure drop from the

flow simulations can then be compared to the pressure drop data obtained from the

flow experiments that were performed on the uncompressed foam blocks as reported
in Section 4.3.1.

5.2 Foam Structure

5.2.1 Cell Packing

The first step in understanding the structure of a cell is obtained by considering how
cells of equal or near equal volumes pack themselves under pressure in order to most

efficiently use space while still keeping their original volumes. This problem has

been researched for quite some time through various approaches. A popular
experimental approach was the pea-packing experiment. In this experiment, peas

were compressed inside a container under pressure in order to get them to pack. The

resulting packed peas were then carefully observed and the number and shape of the

flattened sides were recorded. From these and similar experiments Lord Kelvin

postulated that the ideal shape was the so-called "tetrakaidecahedron" which is a

figure that is composed of six planar quadrilateral faces and eight nonplanar
hexagons of zero net curvature (Thomson 1887). This shape also satisfies Plateau's

conditions for a network of foam films. Three films meet along an edge at angles of

120°, and four edges meet in each corner at tetrahedral angles of cos_1(-l/3). Lord

Kelvin also developed approximate, but highly accurate analytical expressions for

the shape of the quadrilateral and hexagonal faces, and of the tetrakaidecahedron's

36 equal, planar, noncircular arcs (Weaire and Phelan 1996) which allow the

tetrakaidecahedron to completely fulfill Plateau's rules for packing cells. Figure 5.1

depicts a single tetrakaidecahedron cell as described by Lord Kelvin for a foam

which is essentially "dry," meaning that the porosity is very close to 100% and the

foam is basically a set of films, which is seen in reality by soap foam.
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Figure 5.1: The 14-sided tetrakaidecahedron cell which has long been considered
the optimal packing cell first proposed by Lord Kelvin 1887 (Thomson 1887). Notice
the curvature of the edges on the cell in both depictions. The cell at the right has the

triangulation highlighted for clarity of the 3-D structure.

The tetrakaidecahedron shape was decided upon mainly through experimentation,
and has since never been mathematically proven to be the optimal packing cell. With

this open end, researchers have attempted to improve upon this cell, or unit of cells,

numerically. A successful attempt was performed by Weaire and Phelan (Weaire and

Phelan 1994). In this work, they numerically developed a periodic unit of cells which

reduced the surface energy of the packing cells by 0.3% when compared to the

tetrakaidecahedron of Lord Kelvin while still holding to Plateau's rules for a periodic
cellular matrix. This unit of eight equal volume cells consists of six 14-sided

polyhedra having 12 pentagonal and two hexagonal faces, and two pentagonal
dodecahedra. This periodic unit of optimal packing cells is shown in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: The eight cell periodic unit which reduces the surface energy by a

margin of 0.3% when compared to the tetrakaidecahedron. The figure at right shows
the triangulation of the structure for clarity.

Adding a second phase to the foam films shown in Figure 5.2 is a procedure called

"wetting" which refers to the increase of the fluid fraction during the foaming

process, and reduces the porosity of the final foam structure. More importantly, this

wetting process generates foam that resembles the foam that is used for the open cell

metal foams, which have a porosity between 92% and 96%.

This wetting process is easily accomplished with a foam-wetting command in

Surface Evolver which can be indirectly adjusted for various surface tension and

porosity values. The foam in Figure 5.2 was wetted by this procedure for a final

porosity of approximately 96%. The membranes between the cells were removed,

and the final geometry is shown in Figure 5.3. The structure and orientation of the

geometry correspond directly to the non-wetted cells displayed in Figure 5.2.

In order to hold to Plateau's rules for a periodic cellular structure, the second phase
introduced into the foam through the wetting process must also be subjected to the

same surface energy minimization process. Through this process, the so-called

Plateau borders (Phelan, Weaire et al. 1996) are created between the cells. The

characteristic triangular cross-section of the foams is already apparent in Figure 5.3,
but a close-up of the detailed intersection of the Plateau border shaped foam

ligaments at the tetrahedral angle can be clearly seen in the following depiction,
Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.3: The same foam structure as depicted in Figure 5.2, but now the foam
has been wetted and the inter-cellular membranes have been removed to model the

open cell metal foam.

Figure 5.4: This is a close-up of the tetrahedral joints of the Plateau borders that are

generated by the Surface Evolver when modeling a wetted foam, as depicted in

Figure 5.3.

5.2.2 Periodic Representation

The basic periodic element of the foam structure as depicted in Figure 5.3 can be

used as a building block to represent a much larger foam network. This is

accomplished by meshing the void areas of the structure in Figure 5.3 as a fluid
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volume. The boundary conditions are then selected so that this figure becomes an

REV as first presented in Section 2.2.1. A longitudinal axis is selected as the primary
flow direction and a periodic velocity boundary condition with a prescribed mass

(volumetric) flow rate is set across the inlet-outlet pair. This boundary condition

simulates an infinitely large foam matrix in the primary velocity direction and

simultaneously drives the flow. Normal periodic boundary conditions are set in the

remaining two directions which simulate an infinitely large foam network in these

directions, perpendicular to the primary flow direction. A listed description of the

entire procedure is found in Appendix A.

5.3 Flow Solving Procedure

53.1 Grid Generation

The wetted foam structure as seen in Figure 5.3 was imported into Hypermesh to

mesh the void region as the fluid flow domain. Figure 5.5 shows the first attempt of

the meshing procedure on the wetted Weaire-Phelan periodic unit. The REV length
was chosen as one periodic length of the unit cell structure, which corresponded to

two cell lengths. Adding the REV as seen in Figure 5.5 in any direction will simply
build a larger foam network with adjoining solid foam Plateau borders. Tetrahedral

elements were used to generate the first attempt of the unstructured grid with a count

of 219,656 elements and 46,199 vertices. This structure is 96% porous and has an

average cell diameter of one with a side length of two.
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Figure 5.5: A rough unstructured grid of the Weaire-Phelan periodic cellular unit with
219,656 tetrahedral elements and 46,199 vertices.

In order to check the grid dependency of the solution, the same Weaire-Phelan

structure that was meshed in Figure 5.5 was further refined to reach a total of

826,321 tetrahedral cells and 169,266 vertices while maintaining the 96% porosity.
The solid structure of the refined grid is seen in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: The first refinement of the Weaire-Phelan periodic cellular unit. The total

tetrahedral element count reached 826,321 tetrahedral elements with 169,266
vertices.

In the final refinement of the grid of the Weaire-Phelan structure, the tetrahedral

elements were further refined to reach a total number of 2,475,090 tetrahedral

elements with 497,394 vertices. The solid structure portion of this grid is depicted in

Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: The final refinement of the Weaire-Phelan periodic cellular unit. The total

tetrahedral element count reached 2,475,090 tetrahedral elements with 497,394
vertices.

5.3.2 Flow Solving Routine

The previously shown grids were imported into an unstructured flow solver to solve

the flow field. The unstructured flow solver implemented was CFD-ACE which is

licensed and distributed by CFDRC of Huntsville, U.S.A. The steady flow through
each of the grids was first solved by using an upwind scheme with an algebraic multi-

grid solver and a convergence criterion of 1 x 10~8 to provide an initial condition for

the central solving scheme, which was used as a more accurate solution of the flow

field. The grids were scaled so that the average diameter of the cells corresponded to

that of the 40 PPI foam that was tested in Section 4.3 which was 2.3 mm. The flow

rate was set in the periodic boundary subroutine over the inlet and exit to target an

average flow velocity of 0.075 m/s, which corresponded to volumetric flow rate of

1.587 x 10"' m-/s or, with water as the working fluid, a mass flow rate of

0.001582 kg/s.

The user subroutine feature of CFD-ACE allows one to prescribe various boundary
conditions including periodic walls (cyclical pairs). However, in order to apply true

periodic boundary conditions over an inlet-outlet pair with prescribed pressure drop
as was done by Patankar et al. (Patankar, Liu et al. 1977), one would have to rewrite

the CFD-ACE solver, which is not possible with CFD-ACE. In this case a pseudo-
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periodic condition was developed which simulated a periodic boundary condition

over the inlet-outlet pair. This was accomplished by the user subroutine in the

following steps (Appendix B):

1. The faces of the inlet and outlet boundaries were assigned as periodic pairs

corresponding to their geometric positions.

2. Zero pressure was set at the outlet (extrapolated outlet boundary condition)
while a uniform inflow velocity was assigned at the inlet for the first iteration,
which was set to the target mass flow rate.

3. After the iteration, the velocity vectors at the outlet were read and a correction

was made to the longitudinal velocity component so that the mass flow rate

equaled that of the targeted value.

4. This newly calculated three-dimensional velocity was then set at the inlet

according to its corresponding periodic pair.

5. The system was then carried through another iteration and then the process

jumped back to Step 3. This procedure was executed until the convergence

criteria were reached.

5.4 Results

5.4.1 Pressure and Flow Velocities

The simulation data from the three grids using a volumetric flow rate of

1.587 x 10 m/s, corresponding to a mass flow rate of 0.001582 kg/s with water at

room temperature (p = 997 kg/m3), which was set to simulate a bulk flow velocity
of 0.075 m/s, were analyzed for the average flow velocity (volumetric flow rate

check) and the velocity and pressure profiles at each periodic face pair of the periodic
cell unit. From this analysis, a comparison between the simulation results and the

experiments could be made with extrapolation of the simulation conditions to match

that of the experiments, if necessary. The effectiveness of the simulated periodic

boundary conditions could also be evaluated by taking data profiles along the inlet

and outlet boundaries, in directions perpendicular to the primary flow direction,
labelled x and y. This was done for each of the three grids. The profile lines were

drawn through the midpoint of the periodic unit, extending from one edge of the

periodic unit to the other. The static pressure and the longitudinal velocity were then

plotted in the three following figures. In each of the three cases, the solid line denotes

the inlet and the dashed line represents the data from the outlet. For the velocities in
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the primary flow direction (W), this appears nearly as one single solid line because

the data sets overlap, with the exception of the rough grid near the edges of the

periodic unit. Figure 5.8 is a diagram of how the pressure and longitudinal velocity
profiles were taken over the REV for the following analyses. The solid lines at the

base of the REV cross the flow inlet and the dashed lines at the top cross the REV

outlet. The large arrow shows the longitudinal flow direction.

z

A

Outlet

^^A

Figure 5.8: A diagram of how the pressure and longitudinal velocity profiles were

taken to measure the quality of the pseudo-periodic boundary condition over the

inlet-outlet pair.

The first profiles which can be compared is the data of the first, rough grid.
Figure 5.9 depicts the pressure and velocity profiles over the simulated periodic
inlet-outlet pair. This figure shows simultaneously a quick estimate of the pressure

drop associated with the specified mass flow rate and the quality of the simulated

periodic flow boundary conditions using a specified mass flow rate. The spike seen

in the pressure profile of Figure 5.9 is a result of the coarse grid that was

implemented. The pressure scale is given in an absolute number obtained from the

solving process, which varied from grid to grid because using the subroutine feature

in CFD-ACE eliminates the usage of a reference pressure in the flow domain.

However, this is inconsequential since water is considered incompressible.
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Inlet

Pressure Outlet W Velocity

Figure 5.9: Pressure and velocity profiles of the rough grid results generated with a

central solving scheme over the periodic inlet-outlet pair.

The second grid generated the following results in Figure 5.10. Similar to Figure 5.9,

the pressure and velocity profiles over the simulated inlet-outlet periodic pair are

shown in graphical form in order to give a quick estimate of the pressure drop over

the inlet-outlet periodic pair and also to evaluate the quality of the simulated periodic

boundary conditions with a prescribed mass flow rate.
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Inlet

Pressure Outlet W Velocity

Figure 5.10: Resulting pressure and velocity profiles of the first refined grid
generated with a central solving scheme over the periodic inlet-outlet pair.

The results of the same specified mass flow rate of the highly refined grid are

presented in Figure 5.11. From these profiles, the pressure drop with the specified
volumetric flow rate of 1.587 x 10 m/s can be quickly estimated and the quality
of the simulated periodic boundary condition over the inlet-out pair can be evaluated
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Inlet

Pressure — — — -- — Outlet W Velocity

Figure 5.11: Resulting pressure and velocity profiles of the highly refined grid
generated with a central solving scheme over the periodic inlet-outlet pair.

5.4.2 Comparison to Experiments

The pressure drop results from the three sets of numerical simulations can be

compared to the pressure drop results of the experiments that were reported in

Section 4.3. The grids of the numerical simulations were scaled so that the average

pore diameter was 2.3 mm which corresponded to the 40 PPI foam that was tested in

Section 4.3. Water was used the fluid with a targeted average longitudinal velocity
of 0.075 m/s. However, the porosity of the foam in the simulations was 96%,

compared to the porosity of the foams tested in Section 4.3 which were 92%.

According to the experimental work by Bhattacharya et al. (Bhattacharya, Calmidi

et al. 2002), for open cell foams with pore diameters of approximately 2 mm and in

a porosity range between 91 % and 96%, the permeability and overall flow resistance

remain nearly constant. The pore diameter, and not the porosity, increases the

specific surface area (A0) which has a larger effect on the permeability and overall
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flow resistance of a foam than an increase m the solid fraction of the foam With this

knowledge the pressure drop information from the numerical simulations which

were done on a gnd scaled to that of the 40 PPI open cell metal foam (2 3 mm pore

diameter) can be directly compared to the results of the pressure drop experiments
done on the foam without need for scaling The data are presented in Table 5 1

Table 5.1: A comparison of simulations against experiments

Grid Description Simulation AP Experimental AP

Gnd# Cells Vertices Actual [Pa] [bar/m] [bar/m]

1 219,656 46,199 13 8 0 0300 0 0270

2 826,321 169,266 102 0 0222 0 0270

3 2,475,090 497,394 93 0 0202 0 0270

5.5 Discussion

5.5.1 Periodicity

Comparing the periodicity of the pressure and longitudinal velocity profiles from the

three different gnds revealed the accuracy of the pseudo-periodic boundary
condition when applied to an inlet-outlet pair In the user subroutine used to define

the periodic inlet-outlet condition, only the three velocity components were set at the

inlet This is readily seen by the pressure and velocity profiles The inlet (solid line)
and outlet (dashed line) pressure curves do not have the same form when plotted over

the midpoint of the inlet-outlet face However, the longitudinal velocity profiles over

the inlet-outlet pair nearly overlap with the rough grid (Figure 5 9), and become

closer to each other with the first grid refinement (Figure 5 10), until they ultimately
fall onto the same curve with the highly refined grid (Figure 5 11) These profiles
overall showed that the user subroutine which prescribed a volumetric (mass) flow

rate and set the inlet velocity from the outlet velocity data with a longitudinal

velocity correction is a reasonable approach to generating the velocity component of

a periodic inlet-outlet periodic boundary condition The pressure component was not

set m the user subroutine to avoid overconstraming the flow The pressure profiles

obviously do not correspond with a simple constant difference between the mlet

outlet pair This was a result of not being able to access the solver routine m CFD-

ACE to solve the pressure as was done by Patankar (Patankar, Liu et al 1977) for

true periodic inlet-outlet boundary conditions
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5.5.2 Experimental Comparison

The average static pressure was calculated over the inlet and outlet and the difference

was tabulated in Table 5.1. The pressure drop varied up to 50% between the grids of

varying refinement, but the length-normalized pressure drop hovered around the

value that was obtained from the 40 PPI uncompressed foam pressure drop

experiments, at 0.027 bar/m. The rough grid generated a pressure drop value of

0.030 bar/m which was 10% higher than the experimental value. The more refined

grids generated pressure drops that were lower than the experimental value by 18-

25%. This lower pressure drop obtained in the simulations may be explained by the

lack of wall effects in the simulations. The walls which contain a porous medium

have the effect of increasing the pressure drop, as observed in the experiments.

The cause of the difference in the pressure drop between the three simulations may

depend on the quality of the grid, which emphasizes the lack of wall effects with

increasing grid refinement. In order to determine the exact source of the difference

in the pressure drop, more simulations would have to be done with varied grids to

reach a grid-independent solution. The numerical simulations could be improved by

varying the virtual surface tension in the foam formation and also by changing the

grid orientation.
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Conclusions

This investigation was targeted towards the ultimate goal of obtaining a thorough

understanding of how open cell metal foams perform when used as heat exchangers.

Additionally, a new approach to numerically model the fluid flow which avoids the

limitations of volume averaging was presented. The relevant conclusions of both the

experimental and numerical work are summarized in the following sections, along
with possibilities and recommendations for future work.

6.1 Experiments

6.1.1 Uncompressed Foams

Three uncompressed foams of various pore diameters were tested to characterize

their hydraulic behavior with water. The main hydraulic characterization quantities
included the permeability and the form coefficient, which were determined to be

sufficient for the description of the hydraulic properties of a metal foam. From the

experiments it was determined that the best method to describe the transition from

the linear pressure drop regime where Darcy's law holds, to the quadratic regime,
where the form coefficient dominates, was best described by the pore based

Reynolds number in the range from one to 10. It was also observed that the pore size

(and the closely linked specific surface area) had a large effect on the pressure drop

through the foam, even while the porosity of the foams was held nearly constant.

This showed that much of the pressure drop, even in the quadratically dominated

pressure drop regime mistakenly named as "inertial" by many, and in reality is

controlled by the viscous drag that is regulated by the specific surface area.
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6.1.2 Compressed Foams

The compressed foams of various initial porosities (92% and 95%) and compression
factors (two to eight) were tested for their hydraulic characteristics in a fashion

similar to that done for the uncompressed foams. In the hydraulic testing it was seen

that the precompression porosity had little effect on the final permeability and form

coefficient, but rather the final post-compression porosity dictated the permeability
and the overall hydraulic behavior of the compressed foams.

The compressed foams were also evaluated for their heat transfer performance under

forced convection flow conditions. A general upward trend of the effective heat

convection coefficient measured at the plate with decreasing foam porosity was

observed. A useful design relationship of the pumping power to the thermal

resistance was plotted, showing an optimal operating range for the open cell metal

foam heat exchangers that were tested. In general, the optimal range corresponded to

the low end of the flow rate range, in which the increase of the thermal conductivity
of the fluid-filled channel system provided by the presence of the metal foam was

observed.

The comparison of the heat transfer performance of the open cell metal foam heat

exchangers against that of commercially available heat exchangers on a power input
to thermal resistance basis showed a favorable reduction of the thermal resistance

generated by the metal foam heat exchangers by approximately half at comparable
pumping power inputs.

6.2 Modeling

6.2.1 Stagnant Conduction Model

An analytical one-dimensional heat conduction model based on a three-dimensional

open cell metal foam geometry was developed using simple local volume averaging
principles. The model was calibrated against published experimental results using air

as the fluid phase. After the calibration procedure, the model was tested by inserting
the thermal conductivity and thermal capacitance values of water. The predictions of

the heat conduction model for the water case matched the experimental results very

well, indicating a high confidence level in the model and the influence of the solid

foam structure on the overall foam thermal conductivity.
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6.2.2 Numerical Flow Modeling

A new approach to modeling the flow through a porous medium was attempted. This
method included modeling the idealized structure of an open cell metal foam and

then solving the flow through the structure while applying periodic boundary
conditions to simulate a large matrix surrounding the relatively small periodic unit.

The periodic boundary condition with a flow-driving volumetric flow rate over the

inlet-outlet pair was simulated by setting the inlet velocity using the velocity data

obtained from the outlet and targeting a volumetric flow rate. The pressure drop over

the inlet-outlet pair was then a variable solved by the iteration procedure. A single
foam configuration based on the Weaire-Phelan structure with three different grades
of refinement was tried which attempted to recreate the measurable flow conditions

of the experimental data. The pressure drop data from the simulations were

compared to the experimental data with good agreement. Possible explanations for

the discrepancies between the experimental and simulation pressure drop data

include foam geometry, spacial orientation, and lack of wall effects in the

simulations.

6.3 Outlook

Important knowledge concerning the fluid flow and heat transfer through open cell

metal foams and their application as heat exchangers has been obtained and

presented in the work. In general, the usage of open cell metal foams as compact heat

exchangers was found to be practical and an improvement over several currently
used technologies for the same heat exchange application. However, this obtained

knowledge leads to further investigation in the area of the fluid flow and heat transfer

through open cell metal foams in both the experimental and numerical fields.

63.1 Experiments

From the conclusions of the experimental work done on both the uncompressed and

compressed open cell metal foams, several suggestions for future work can be made.

First, a wider array of uncompressed metal foams which including a variety of

porosities, in addition to the pore diameter variations, would be beneficial to more

accurately characterize of the flow transition regime from the linear pressure drop
Darcy range into the quadratic regime.
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The experiments conducted on the compressed metal foams could be improved upon

by including a wider range of metal foams with various initial porosities, pore

diameters, and compression factors. A more accurate determination of the

permeability and form coefficients independent of wall effects could be obtained by

using larger foam samples.

63.2 Numerics

A parametric study of the effects of the porosity and various cell sizes which more

accurately correspond to the hydraulic experiments conducted on the uncompressed
foams would help determine where the numerical periodic cell approach is valid.

Similarly, the model's limitations could be defined by using a wide range in the

volumetric flow rate.

Improvements in the foam representation can be made by varying the porosity and

the surface tension to more accurately reproduce the uncompressed foam structure.

The similarity can be verified by comparing the pore size, specific surface area, and

visual inspection. The quality of the periodic approach can also be tested by varying
the angle at which the flow enters the periodic REV and comparing these results to

see what influence the orientation has on the structure and if an optimal angle exits.

The ultimate continuation of the numerical work is the addition of heat transfer to the

periodic REV, which can be approached in a myriad of ways, but the first would be

to obtain an estimate of the interstitial heat transfer coefficient by apply a constant

temperature boundary condition at the surface of the foam, which is a good

assumption based on the metallic structure's relatively high thermal conductivity.
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Foam Simulation

As mentioned in Chapter 5, modeling the foam, meshing the fluid domain, and solv¬

ing the fluid flow is a lengthy process. The entire process consists of several steps

from defining the geometry to the final importation into the flow solver. The detailed

steps are listed as a brief reference guide.

1. The foam geometry is defined in an input file in the Surface Evolver surface

energy minimization program, as first described in (Brakke 1992). This foam

may be the tetrakaidecahedral shape as seen in Figure 5.1, or the Weaire-Phelan

structure as depicted in Figure 5.2.

2. A second phase is added to the foam via the "wetfoam.cmd" command provided

by Surface Evolver. The virtual surface tension and porosity of the final foam is

adjusted by changing specified parameters within the wetfoam.cmd file.

3. The wetted foam now passes through a series of triangular refinements and

iterative surface energy minimization processes. Small triangular sections and

narrow triangles are weeded out during this process.

4. After the completion of the surface area minimization process, which is

determined by the size of the residuals of the calculations, the resulting file is

printed as an ASCII file which consists of an order list of vertices and the

triangles which are formed by their connection.

5. The output file of triangles is imported into the Hypermesh grid generation

program where the gridding process begins.

6. After the procedure of importation into Hypermesh, the geometry is cleaned up

to fill in any gaps and to remove any elements which are generated by the

importation procedure but have no surface association.

7. A bounding box is constructed around the geometry which forms the complete

periodic unit for the fluid flow.
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8. The bounding box is trimmed at the intersection with the solid cell structure so

that the cell ligaments that were formed in Surface Evolver now are fused with

the bounding box. This creates a sealed volume defined by multiple surfaces.

9. A 2-D triangular mesh is now generated on the surfaces of the solid cell

structure.

10.A 2-D triangular mesh is generated onto three perpendicular sides of the

bounding box.

11. The triangular meshes on the bounding box surfaces are now projected onto

their respective opposing faces in order to create identical surface meshes for the

periodic boundary conditions.

12. After all surfaces have been meshed, the nodes are then equivalenced to define

the their connectivity.

13.An unstructured 3-D tetrahedral mesh is now generated within the volume

defined by the connectivity of the 2-D triangular surface grids.

14.The unstructured grid with its associated surfaces is exported in NASTRAN

format, with the Hypermesh collectors defining the boundary condition groups.

15.The NASTRAN file is then imported by the geometry creating program of the

CFDRC software suite, CFD-GEOM.

16.1n CFD-GEOM, the imported NASTRAN file is exported into the CFD-ACE

native format, giving it a ".DTF" extension.

17.The DTF file is imported into the unstructured grid flow solving component of

the CFDRC software packing, CFD-GUI.

18.In CFD-GUI, the appropriate fluid and boundary conditions are defined, along
with the solver details and set to run.
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Periodic Boundary Condition

Subroutine

!

MODULE cfdrc_user
i***********************************************************************

! This version requires that the mass flow rate be set through CFD-GUI

! and this subroutine handles the pressure component at the BC

! This version also will calculate the P from the outlet and then

! use this value at the inlet as P-total.

IMPLICIT NONE

INTEGER, PARAMETER :: int_p = SELECTED_INT_KIND(8)

INTEGER, PARAMETER :: string_length = 80

INTEGER, PARAMETER :: real_p = SELECTED_REAL_KIND(8)

INTEGER, PARAMETER :: XDIR = 1, YDIR = 2, ZDIR = 3

! Utility parameters.

REAL(real_p), PARAMETER :: zero = O.OdO, one = l.OdO, two = 2.0d0, S

& three = 3.d0, four = 4.0d0, pi = 3.1415926535898d0

! declare GLOBAL variables to be saved

INTEGER(mt_p ) :: ind_u, ind_v, ind_w, ind_p, ind_xf, ind_yf, ind_zf, S

& ind_inlet, ind_outlet, faces, old_iteration, counter, ind_area

INTEGER(int_p), ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION (:) :: inl_face_index, out_face_index, diff

REAL(real_p) :: delta_p = 50.0, delta_w, q_dot_target = 1.2E-6

REAL(real_p) :: relaxation = 0.25

REAL(real_p), ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION (:) :: face_inl_x, face_inl_y, &

S face_out_x, face_out_y, u_inl, v_inl, w_inl, p_inl, u__out, v_out, &
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& w_out, p_out, face_inl_z, face_out_z, inl_face_area, out_face_area

LOGICAL :: trigger1 = .TRUE., trigger2 = .TRUE., trigger3 = .TRUE., &

5 trigger4 = .TRUE., triggerp = .FALSE., triggeru = .FALSE., S

6 triggerv = .FALSE., triggerw = .FALSE.

! USER CODE END

END MODULE cfdrc_user

i***********************************************************************

i***********************************************************************

SUBROUTINE ubound(bc_index, var_index, face_index, xfc, yfc, zfc)
i***********************************************************************

! copyright (c) 1998 cfd research corp. all rights reserved.

! purpose : set boundary value of the current boundary variable.

! inputs : bc_index Integer, global boundary index.

! var_index Integer, global variable index.

! face_index, global boundary face index.

! xfc Real, x coordinate of boundary face center.

! yfc Real, y coordinate of boundary face center.

! zfc Real, z coordinate of boundary face center.

! This routine is called face by face basis for each be record. Use

! get_var_index, get_bc_index and get_active_cell to get the variable

! index, boundary index and active cell index respectively.

! Use get_value_one_cell to get the values of different variables

! in a cell associated to face.

! Use set_bc() to set the value of current variable(var_index) at

! current face(face_index) along boundary(bc_index).

Include required global variables declared in cfdrc_user module

USE cfdrc_user, ONLY : int_p, realjp, string_length, old_iteration
USE cfdrc_user, ONLY : ind_u, ind_v, ind_w, ind_p, ind_xf, ind_yf, &

& ind_inlet, ind_outlet, faces, ind_zf, ind_area
USE cfdrc_user, ONLY : inl_face_index, out_face_index, diff

USE cfdrc_user, ONLY : delta_p, delta_w, q_dot_target, relaxation

USE cfdrc_user, ONLY : face_inl_x, face_inl_y, counter, &

& face_out_x, face_out_y, u_inl, v_inl, w_inl, p_inl, u_out, v_out, S

& w_out, p_out, face_inl_z, face_out_z, ml_face_area, out_face_area
USE cfdrc_user, ONLY : triggerl, trigger2, tngger3, trigger4
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USE cfdrc_user, ONLY : triggerp, triggeru, triggerv, triggerw

j******* no NOT REMOVE FOLLOWING LINE FOR MS WINDOWS OS ****************

! INCLUDE 'cfdrc_include'
t***********************************************************************

IMPLICIT NONE

! Declaration of arguments of this subroutine

REAL(real_p), INTENT(IN) :: xfc, yfc, zfc

INTEGER(int_p), INTENT(IN) :: bc_index, var_index, face_index

! Declare required local variables here.

REAL(real_p) :: press_inl_01, pressure, u_vel, v_vel, w_vel, face_area

REAL(real_p) :: a_total, q_dot, sizecomp, f_inl_total, f_out_total, S

5 ml_pressure, out_pressure, inl_total_p, out_total_p
LOGICAL : : error

INTEGER(int_p) :: bc_type, iteration, faces_inlet, faces_outlet, d, &

6 bcs, inlet, outlet, repeat, low, high

CHARACTER(len=string_length) :: var_name, inlet_name, outlet_name

CHARACTER(len=string_length) :: tempi, temp2, temp3

Start writing code here.

USER CODE BEGIN

In the first iteration, get the variable index for U

and the be index for the boundary (or boundaries) of

interest. Do this only on the first iteration as these

values will never change.

open(umt=2,file='inlet_outlet_pressures' ,status='new' )

CALL get_iteration(iteration, error)

j ****** BEGIN OF THE FIRST IF-THEN LOOP ******

IF (triggerl .AND. iteration == 1) THEN

old_iteration = 0

var_name = P'

CALL get_var_index(var_name, ind_p, error)

var_name
= 'U'

CALL get_var_mdex(var_name, ind_u, error)

var_name
= 'V'

CALL get_var_index(var_name, ind_v, error)

var_name
= 'W'

CALL get_var_index(var_name, ind_w, error)

var_name
= 'AREA'

CALL get_var_index(var_name, ind_area, error)
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var_name = 'FACE_CENTER_X'
CALL get_var_index(var_name, ind_xf, error)

var_name = 'FACE_CENTER_Y'
CALL get_var_index(var_name, ind_yf, error)

var_name = 'FACE_CENTER_Z'
CALL get_var_index(var_name, ind_zf, error)

inlet_name = 'inlet_l'
CALL get_bc_index(inlet_name, ind_inlet, error)

outlet_name = 'outlet_l'
CALL get_bc_index(outlet_name, ind_outlet, error)

CALL get_bc_info(ind_inlet, bc_type, faces_inlet, error)
CALL get_bc_mfo(ind_outlet, bc_type, faces_outlet, error)

IF (faces_inlet .NE. faces_outlet) THEN

temp3 = 'face MiSmAtCh'

CALL user_info(2, temp3)

ENDIF

faces = faces_inlet

ALLOCATE (inl_face_index (faces), out_face_index (faces), s

5 face_inl_x (faces), face_inl_y (faces), face_out_x (faces), S

s face_out_y (faces), diff (faces), s

6 u_inl (faces), v_inl (faces), w_inl (faces), p_inl (faces), S

& u_out (faces), v_out (faces), w_out (faces), p_out (faces), S

& face_inl_z (faces), face_out_z (faces), inl_face_area (faces), &

& out_face_area (faces))

! Initialize the arrays

DO d = 1, faces

inl_face index(d) = -1 + d

out_face_index(d) = -1 + d

diff(d) = -1 + d

face inl x(d) = -1.0 + d*l .0

face inl y(d) = -1.0 + d*l,.0

face_inl_z(d)= -1.0 + d*1.0

face out x(d) = -1.0 + d*l,.0

face_out_y(d) = -1.0 + d*l .0

face out z(d)= -1.0 + d*1.0

inl face area(d)= -1.0 + d*1.0

out_face_area(d)= -1.0 + d*1.0

ENDDO

CALL get_bc_global_faces(ind_inlet, faces, inl_face_mdex, error)
CALL get_bc_global_faces(ind_outlet, faces, out_face_mdex, error)
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! Info about boundary conditions

CALL get_number_bcs(bcs, error)

DO d = 1, bcs

CALL get_bc_name(d, temp3, error)

CALL user_info(2, temp3)

ENDDO

! End of boundary condition information

DO d = 1, faces

CALL get_value_one_bc_face(md_inlet, inl_face_index(d), S

& ind_xf, face_inl_x(d), error)

CALL get_value_one_bc_face(md_inlet, inl_face_index(d), S

5 ind_yf, face_inl_y(d), error)

CALL get_value_one_bc_face(ind_inlet, inl_face_index(d), S

s ind_zf, face_inl_z(d), error)

CALL get_value_one_bc_face(ind_inlet, inl_face_index(d),&
s ind_area, inl_face_area(d), error)

CALL get_value_one_bc_face(ind_outlet, out_face_index(d), &

6 ind_xf, face_out_x(d), error)

CALL get_value_one_bc_face(ind_outlet, out_face_index(d), &

& ind_yf, face_out_y(d), error)

CALL get_value_one_bc_face(ind_outlet, out_face_index(d), S

& ind_zf, face_out_z(d), error)

CALL get_value_one_bc_face(ind_outlet, out_face_index(d),S
& ind_area, out_face_area(d), error)

ENDDO

! Initialize the inlet pressure

press_inl_01 = delta_p

triggerl = .FALSE.

ENDIF

i ****** end OF THE FIRST IF-THEN LOOP ******

! Set the initial pressure at the inlet

! IF (bc_index == ind_inlet .AND. iteration == 1) THEN

! IF (var_index == ind_p) CALL set_bc(press_inl_01, error)

! IF (var_index == ind_u) THEN

! u_vel =0.0

! CALL set_bc(u_vel, error)

! ENDIF

! IF (var_index == ind_v) THEN
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! v_vel =0.0

! CALL set_bc(v_vel, error)

! ENDIF

! IF (var_index == ind_w) THEN

! w_vel =0.0

! CALL set_bc(w_vel, error)

! ENDIF

! ENDIF

! Sort the arrays

IF (trigger2) THEN

! Sort according to inlet-y using the shell-sort subroutine

CALL shell(faces, face_inl_x, face_inl_y, u_inl, v_inl, w_inl, &

& p_inl, inl_face_index, inl_face_area)
CALL shell(faces, face_out_x, face_out_y, u_out, v_out, w_out, &

5 p_out, out_face_index, out_face_area)

! Now check for any x-repeats, then sort by y within the x-repeat range

! For the inlet

repeat = 0

d = 1

DO WHILE (d < faces)

IF (face_inl_x(d) == face_inl_x(d+l)) THEN

repeat = repeat + 1

ENDIF

IF (face_inl_x(d) < face_ml_x(d+l) ) THEN

! Sort now by y within the repeating x-range

low = d - repeat

high = d

repeat = repeat + 1

CALL shellfrepeat, face_inl_y(low:high), face_ml_x(low:high), &

6 u_inl(low:high), v_inl(low:high), w_inl(low:high), S

& p_inl(low:high),inl_face_index(low:high),inl_face_area(low:high))

repeat = 0

ENDIF

d = d + 1

ENDDO

! Repeat for outlet

repeat = 0

d = 1

DO WHILE (d < faces)
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IF (face_out_x(d) == face_out_x(d+l)) THEN

repeat = repeat + 1

ENDIF

IF (face_out_x(d) < face_out_x(d+l)) THEN

! Sort now by y withm the repeating x-range

low = d - repeat

high = d

repeat = repeat + 1

CALL shell(repeat, face_out_y(low:high), face_out_x(low:high), &

5 u_out(low:high), v_out(low:high), w_out(low:high), S

6 p_out(low:high) ,out_face_index( low:high),out_face_area( low:high) )

repeat = 0

ENDIF

d = d + 1

ENDDO

DO d = 1, faces

diff(d) = out_face_index(d) - inl_face_index(d)
ENDDO

CALL shell2(faces, inl_face_index, out_face_index, diff)

trigger2 = .FALSE.

! Now face_inl_x, face_inl_y, face_out_x, face_out_y,
! are ordered according to inlet-x and outlet-x

! End of the sorting IF-THEN structure

ENDIF

! Calculate the mass flow rates at the inlet and check

IF (old_iteration /= iteration) THEN

a_total =0.0

q_dot =0.0

f_out_total =0.0

f_inl_total =0.0

DO d = 1, faces

outlet = out_face_index(d)
inlet = inl_face_index(d)
CALL get_value_one_bc_face(md_outlet, outlet, ind_area, face_area, error)

CALL get_value_one_bc_face(md_outlet, outlet, ind_w, w_vel, error)

CALL get_value_one_bc_face(md_outlet, outlet, ind_p, out_pressure, error)

CALL get_value_one_bc_face(md_inlet, inlet, ind_p, inl_pressure, error)

a_total = a_total + face_area

q_dot = q_dot + w_vel * face_area
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f_out_total = f_out_total + outjpressure * face_area
f_inl_total = f_inl_total + mljressure * face_area

ENDDO

inl_total_p = f_inl_total / a_total

out_total_p = f_out_total / a_total

write(umt=2,fmt=*) inl_total_p, out_total_p

sizecomp = ABS(1 - q_dot/q_dot_target)
IF (sizecomp < 0.02) relaxation =0.8

delta_w = (q_dot_target - q_dot) / a_total * relaxation

! write(unit=2, fmt=*) delta_w,' ',q_dot,' ',a_total

ENDIF

IF (old_iteration /= iteration) THEN

old_iteration = iteration

counter = 0

ENDIF

IF (iteration >=1) THEN

IF (var_index == ind_p) THEN

counter = counter + 1

outlet = inl_face_index(counter) + diff(counter)

CALL get_value_one_bc_face(ind_outlet, outlet, ind_p, pressure, error)
CALL get_value_one_bc_face(ind_outlet, outlet, ind_u, u_vel, error)

CALL get_value_one_bc_face(ind_outlet, outlet, ind_v, v_vel, error)

CALL get_value_one_bc_face(ind_outlet, outlet, ind_w, w_vel, error)

! 500.0 is half the value for the density of water

pressure = pressure + 500.0*(u_vel*u_vel+v_vel*v_vel+w_vel*w_vel) + deltap
CALL set_bc(pressure, error)

IF (counter == faces) counter = 0

! IF (MOD(iteration,50)==0) write(umt=2, fmt=*) 'press ',iteration,counter,pressure
ENDIF

IF (var_index == ind_u) THEN

counter = counter + 1

outlet = inl_face_index(counter) + diff(counter)

CALL get_value_one_bc_face(ind_outlet, outlet, ind_u, u_vel, error)
CALL set_bc(u_vel, error)

IF (counter == faces) counter = 0

! IF (MOD(iteration,50)==0) write(umt=2, fmt=*) u ',iteration,counter,u_vel
ENDIF

IF (var_index == ind_v) THEN
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counter = counter + 1

outlet = inl_face_index(counter) + diff(counter)

CALL get_value_one_bc_face(ind_outlet, outlet, ind_v, v_vel, error)

CALL set_bc(v_vel, error)

IF (counter == faces) counter = 0

IF (MOD(iteration,50)==0) write(unit=2, fmt=*) v ',iteration,counter,v_vel
ENDIF

IF (var_mdex == ind_w) THEN

counter = counter + 1

outlet = inl_face_index(counter) + diff(counter)

CALL get_value_one_bc_face(ind_outlet, outlet, ind_w, w_vel, error)

w_vel = w_vel + delta_w
CALL set_bc(w_vel, error)

IF (counter == faces) counter = 0

IF (MOD(iteration,50)==0) write(unit=2, fmt=*) 'w
'

(iteration,counter,w_vel
ENDIF

ENDIF

! End of subroutines within UBOUND

! USER CODE END

RETURN

END SUBROUTINE ubound

! List subroutin(es) used within ubound

SUBROUTINE shell (n,fix,fiy,u_inl, v_inl, w_inl, p_inl,ifi,fa)
USE cfdrc_user, ONLY : int_p, real_p, string_length

INTEGER(int_p) :: n,i,j,inc,ifi(n),vl3

REAL(real_p) :: fix(n), fiy(n), u_inl(n), v_ml(n), &

S w_inl(n), p_ml(n), fa(n), vl, v2, v5, v6, v7, v8, vl4

inc = 1

1 inc = 3*inc + 1

if (inc.le.n) goto 1

2 continue

inc = inc / 3

do l = inc+1, n

vl = fix(i)

v2 = fiy(i)

v5 = u_inl(i)
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v6 = v_inl(i)
v7 = w_inl(i)
v8 = p_inl(i)
vl3= ifi(i)

vl4= fa(i)

3=i

3 if (fix(j-inc).gt.vl) then

fix(]) = fix(]-inc)

fiy(]) = fiy(]-inc)

u_inl(]) = u_inl(]-inc)

v_inl(]) = v_inl(]-inc)

w_inl(]) = w_inl(3-inc)

p_inl(]) = p_inl(]-inc)

ifi(]) = ifi(]-inc)

fad) = fa(]-inc)

]=]-inc

if(].le.inc(goto 4

goto 3

endif

4 fix(]) = vl

fiy(D) = v2

u_inl(]) = v5

v_inl(]) = v6

w_inl(]) = v7

p_inl(]) = v8

ifi(]) = vl3

fa(:) = vl4

enddo

if(inc.gt.l)goto 2

return

END SUBROUTINE shell

SUBROUTINE shell2 (n,fix,fiy,indiff)

USE cfdrc_user, ONLY : int_p, real_p, string_length

INTEGER(int_p) :: n,i,],inc,fix(n),fiy(n),indiff(n),vl,v2,v3

inc = 1

11 inc = 3*inc + 1

if (inc.le.n) goto 11

21 continue

inc = inc / 3

do l = inc+1, n

vl = fix(i)

v2 = fiy(i)

v3 = indiff(i)

3=1

31 if (fix(]-inc).gt.vl) then
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fix(]) = fix(]-inc)

fiyd) = fiy(]-inc)

indiff(j) = indiff(j-inc)

]=]-inc

if(].le.inc)goto 41

goto 31

endif

41 fix(]) = vl

fiyU) = v2

indifff]) = v3

enddo

if(înc.gt.l)goto 21

return

END SUBROUTINE shell2
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